
Yerevantsi and the Politics of
"Centering like a Nation-State" 48

N ot much is known about Simeon Yerevantsi's background.49

As his sobriquet implies, he was born in Yerevan, most
likely in 1710, and seems to have hailed from a family of noble lineage.50

48. I thank T610lyan for suggesting this tum of phrase.
49. The best accounts on Yerevantsi's life and work are found in ORMANIAN, op.cit.,

pp. 3019-3136; AGHANIANTS, K., Simeon Yerevantsu Gensagrutiun 'e [The
Biography ofSimeon Yerevantsi] in Diwan Hayoc' patmowt'ean (herein after DHP),
volume 3, Tiflis, 1894, pp. XXXVIII-CLXLVI; and LEO, Hayoc' Patmowt'iwn [History
ofthe Armenians] vol. 3, book 2, Yerevan, 1973, pp. 321-328, 460-464. It should be
noted that of the latter, only Leo provides a perceptive, albeit short, discussion of
Yerevantsi's Partavcar, while Ormanian and Aghaniants, in their otherwise expert
commentaries on Yerevantsi's work, only mention Partavcar in passing. See also the
entry under "Simeon Yerevantsi" in Yerevantsi's posthumously published work,
Jampre, (consult footnote 77 below for full references) where useful biographical
information is provided. This segment of the text, however, was almost certainly
inserted into Jampre after Yerevantsi's death and should not be considered an autobi-
ographical account. For additional biographical and historical background, see Hay
tolovrdi patmowt'iwn [History of the Armenian People] vol. 4, Yerevan, 1972, and
the articles in the special issue of Etchmiadzin, Yerevan, 1972, particularly
HADIDYAN, A., Simeon Yerevantsi, 1710-1780, and KEVORKIAN, B., Simeon
Kat'olikos Erewanc'ow jank'era Hayoc' Ekelec'ow miasnowt'ean ew Hay tolovrdi
azgapahpanman gorcowm [The Efforts ofCatholicos Simeon Yerevantsi in the Work
of the Unity ofthe Armenian Church and the National Preservation ofthe Armenian
People].

50. Aghaniants and Ormanian raise doubts about the claim, made not by Yerevantsi but
by his contemporaries and others in the nineteenth century, that the Catholicos was
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At an early age he was sent to the monastic school in Etchmiadzin. After
studying with Catholicos Shamakhetsi, he proved himself a gifted schol-
ar and later joined the school's teaching staff as one of its leading tbirs
(scribe or scholar). Some of his students went on to distinguish them-
selves in the service of the Holy See. Their ranks included two future
Catholicoi, several archbishops and a number ofvardapets.51

In the early 1740s, Yerevantsi was dispatched as an assistant
legate (nowirakowt'ean ognakan) to Bayazid (then in Ottoman territory,
whereas Etchmiadzin was in Persian territory) where his oratorical skills
so impressed Archbishop Harutiun Jughayetsi that the latter requested
from the then Catholicos Jahgetsi (1737-1751) that the young tbir accom-
pany him as an assistant during his legatorial mission to India. Following
Jughayetsi's untimely death, the title of legate to India fell to Yerevantsi,
who at the time was only a candidate awaiting anointment to the celibate
priesthood. Yerevantsi spent three and a half years preaching, raising
funds, and extensively traveling throughout the Armenian communities in
India, as well as in New Julfa, before returning to the Holy See in 1747.
Apparently, he had won quite a following among the Armenian merchants
in India, to the point that the latter personally appealed to Catholicos
Jahgetsi to reassign their legate back to India after promoting him to the
rank of vardapet. The Catholicos bestowed the title upon Yerevantsi, but
refused to reappoint him to India when it became clear that the new var-
dapet had thrown in his lot with the growing opposition to Jahgetsi's

related to the Broshian family, whose ancestors were among the leading naxarar clans
in Siunik in the twelfth century. The two authors note, however, that the question of
Yerevantsi's nobility remains a possibility in light of the fact that members of the
naxarar class often survived under the guise of the clerical elite, and used their real or
putative links to the nobility as assets to shore up their authority. For instance, the
Hasan lalalian catholicoi of Gantsasar claimed descent from the nobility of
Gharabagh, the Ajapahians of Sis traced themselves to the Rubenid dynasty ofCilicia,
and the Catholicoi of Aghtamar were believed, as late as the eighteenth century, to
have inherited the political mantle of the Ardsruni kings in Vaspurakan. See
LIBARIDIAN, op.cit., p. 21.

5 I. The two Catholicoi were David and Daniel, ruling from 180 I to 1807, and 1807 to
1808, respectively; the most notable archbishop was Hovsep Arghutianz, the prelate
ofNor Nakhichevan and later of Saint Petersburg, who was actively involved with the
Armenian community of India and played a pivotal role in cementing Russian-
Armenian relations in the 1790s. See AGHANIANTS, The Biography of Simeon
Yerevantsi, p. LXXVI.
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Catholicosate.;2 Yerevantsi then took refuge in Constantinople (the
Catholicos had issued warrants for his arrest) where his reputation contin-
ued to flourish; he taught religion and philosophy at the school originally
founded by the renowned Patriarch Hovhannes Kolot and expanded under
the Patriarchate ofNalian.;] In 1751 he traveled to Jerusalem as part of an
official delegation from the Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople,
thereafter returning to Etchmiadzin in 1755 to assist with the election to
the Catholical seat of his former mentor Shamakhetsi.;4 After the death of
Catholicos Shamakhetsi in 1763, Yerevantsi, who was then a legate in
Constantinople and Smyrna, returned to Etchmiadzin and was shortly
afterwards raised to the pontifical throne. His election was not swift, since
he was not even one of the candidates when deliberations on choosing the
next head of the Church had commenced. Due to the absence of a clear
contender, however, the electoral synod finally settled on Yerevantsi. He
was then rushed into office without consulting the Armenians in
Constantinople, for fear that they might oppose the newcomer.;;

By the time he rose to the Catholical throne, Yerevantsi was
already a hardened veteran ofdiasporan culture and politics; his long, itin-
erant years at the service of the Holy See had exposed him to the cultural
privations marking Armenian life in the eighteenth century. They had also
enabled him to witness the proselytizing work of the Vatican's missionar-
ies in New Julfa and Constantinople;6 and, at the same time, to observe the

52. See ORMANIAN, op.cit., pp. 3021-3022 for details on Yerevantsi's position in the
factional disputes and hostility towards Jahgetsi's Catholicosate.

53. For Kolol's role as a reformer ofArmenian education and his long tenure as Patriarch
in Constantinople, see GULESERIAN, B., Kolot Yovhannes Patriark, Patmagra
kan ew banasirakan owsowmnasirowt'iwn [Patriarch Kolot Hovhannes, A Histo
riographic and Philological Study], Vienna, 1904. See also the essays in the special
issue of Bazmavep (1978) and particularly Sahak Djemjemian's Nor niwt'er
Kostandnowpolsoy eljankayisatak Patriark Yovhannes Koloti masin (k:alowac
Sowrb Lazari diwanen) [New Materials Concerning the Blessed Memory of
Patriarch Hovhaness Kolot of Constantinople, (Culled from the Archives of San
Lazzaro)], Bazmavep, 1978.

54. ORMANIAN, op.cit., pp. 3022-3023.
55. CHAMCHIAN, History of the Armenians, op.cit.,vol. 3, p. 872; ORMANIAN,

op.cit., p. 3024; AGHANIANTS, The Biography of Simeon Yerevantsi, op.cit., pp.
LXIX-LXXI.

56. For a critical discussion of Catholic missionary activity in New Julfa, see
GHOUGASSIAN, v., The Rise of the Armenian Diocese of New Julfa in the
Seventeenth Century, op.cit., pp. 105-157; for Constantinople, see SIRUNI, op.cit.,
and FRAZEE, op.cit.
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immense popularity of Mekhitarist publications in the book markets of
Constantinople, Smyrna, Madras and other places where an Annenian
reading public existed. Yerevantsi was apprehensive about the revival
work of the Mekhitarists on account of their Roman Catholic orientation,
but he also admired and wanted to emulate their successful deployment of
European print technology and knowledge. It was against this backdrop
that he therefore set out to transform Etchmiadzin from a cultural backwa-
ter into a new beacon for the revival ofArmenian learning. At the hub of
his revivalist agenda was the establishment of a printing press in
Etchmiadzin. Though the first Armenian book was printed 1512 and print-
ing had become a crucial component in the revival of Armenian letters in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, before Yerevantsi's time, its cen-
ters of operation had always been anchored in the diasporic communities
where printing facilities were easy to come by and the merchant elite had
a significant presence. To be sure, previous Cath01icoi had attempted to
import print technology to the homeland, but their efforts were fruitless;57
the closest Armenian printers reached to Etchmiadzin was Constantinople
(1568, 1677-1678 and to 1698 to present)58 and New Julfa (1636-1642,
1646-1647 and 1687/8-1693)59. Thus, when Yerevantsi installed a press in
the compound of the Holy See in 1771, it marked the first time that
European "print culture" had taken root in the homeland.

The idea of founding a press had first occurred to Yerevantsi
while serving as a legate in India. It was there that he had befriended a
wealthy merchant named Mikayel Khojajanian (also known as Krikor
Agha Chekigents) who had predicted that the young legate would one day
rise to the position of Catholicos, on which occasion he promised to
donate large sums to Etchmiadzin for the purpose of opening a printing
press and a school. When this came true, Khojajanian lived up to his
pledge and provided the Holy See 18,00060 rupees, some of which was

57. For historical background, see works cited in footnote 13 above.
58. ISHKHANIAN, op.cit., pp. 385-386; VOSGANIAN, op.cit.; and KEVORKIAN,

Livre imprime et culture ecrite dans l'Armenie des XXI et XVII siecles, and
L'imprimerie Surb Ejmiacin et Surb Sargis Zoravar et Ie conjlit entre Armeniens et
Catholiques aConstantinople (1696-1748)" The dates for this and the following foot-
note are for the period preceding the establishment ofYerevantsi's press.

59. GHOUGASSIAN, op.cit., pp. 173-177; ISHKHANIAN, op.cit., pp. 351-379; and
VOSGANIAN, op.cit.

60. This figure is mentioned in a letter by the Mekhitarist Father Manuel Emirzian, one
of two legates sent by Abbot Melkonian to India in 1770 with the purpose of raising
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used to import a press and create Armenian fonts.6\ Shortly after establish-
ing the press, Yerevantsi also decided to have a paper mill built in
Etchmiadzin in order to surmount the logistical and financial barriers of
ordering paper from Europe. This was accomplished once again through
the patronage of Khojajanian who, through a European contact in India,62

funds. Relaying important infonnation to the mother convent in Venice, Father
Manuel writes the following about Khojajanian's donation: "During these days, a cer-
tain Armenian who lives here gave Etchmiadzin 18,000 rupees, so that in segments of
six thousand [rupees], they may hastily construct a belfry, a school and a printing
press; and he has compelled them to immediately print books and gather children.
Books of history, political governance, and secular learning [WpUlWp\1U muuwUg]
and proverbs are very much sought after here ..." Letter of Father Manuel in Madras
to Abbot Melkonian in Venice, February 6, 1771. An excerpt of this letter, with minor
digressions from the original, is reproduced in Sahag Djemjemian's Mikayel
C'amtean ew ir Hayoc' patmowt'iwna [Mikayel Chamchian and his History ofthe
Armenians], Venice, 1983, p. 18.

61. A little more than a year after assuming office in 1763, Yerevantsi first turned to the
Armenian Patriarchate in Constantinople for assistance in obtaining Armenian types
or fonts from local printers in the city and in neighboring Smyrna. He also appealed
as far as Amsterdam, where a merchant from New Julfa by the name of Arakel
Boghosian had just cast new fonts. But these initial efforts proved to be futile, since
in 1766 he had not yet succeeded in acquiring fonts. He then turned for assistance to
a certain Sarkis Vardapet, who had created Armenian fonts in Venice and tried to per-
suade him to either sell or donate his fonts to the Holy See. This does not seem to have
worked either, because the following year, Yerevantsi was once again requesting help
from a printer named Margos in Smyrna. Unfortunately, due to the dearth of docu-
mentary material, the origin ofEtchmiadzin's fonts has not been sufficiently elucidat-
ed. There is some evidence, however, that Yerevantsi eventually succeeded in having
his own fonts created in situ by relying on local knowledge. In this connection, the
colophon of Tanac'oyc' (1774) ascribes the molding of the new fonts to the "clerk
Harutiun Etchmiadsnetsi, who is the engraver and carver of all the fonts, engravings,
tables [JunpwUwg], proportions [qwUnUwg] and floral designs, as well as being the
printer of this work." (Tanacoyc', Etchmiadzin, 1774, p. 562) The colophon of
Yerevantsi's first book, Girk alat'ic' or kot'i zbasaran hogewor [A Book ofPrayers
called a Place ofSpiritual Pleasure], published in 1772, also contains similar infor-
mation. For an insightful discussion of the history of Etchmiadzin's press, see
AGHANIANTS, The Biography of Simeon Yerevantsi, op.cit., pp. CLV-CLXVlI;

ORMANIAN, op.cit., pp. 3099-3100; and SHAHNAZARIAN, Sh., Nor niwt'er
Hayastani arajin tparani verabereal [New Materials Concerning the First Printing
Press ofArmenia], in Patma-banasirakan Handes, 1972.

62. Yerevantsi's Yisatakaran names Khojajanian's European contact as a "Monsieur
Alexandre De Lasche [umuu\1 UlhpuwUqp l}.lwZ] in the city of Pondichery," to
whom the Catholicos sent a letter of gratitude "for he was the one who sent me the
two French paper-makers, as per the request of Chekigents Krikor Agha." The
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arranged for two French paper-manufacturers to travel to Etchmiadzin to
set up a mill and train the local monks. The mill was finally opened in
1776 after considerable delays and difficulties, some of which are
recounted in the memoirs compiled by Yerevantsi's scribe.63

One of the first publications from Etchmiadzin's press was
Yerevantsi's Tonac'oyc' or Calendar ofReligious Holidays.64 Published in

Yisatakaran also recounts that the Catholicos sent the aforementioned "letter and a
holy insignia [qq\1pG bt qumpp GzwGG], which he placed in his letter to Krikor Agha,
so that he shall have it [i.e., the Jetter] translated and, along with the holy insignia,
deliver it to him [i.e., Monsieur De Lasche]." AGHANIANTS, DHP, vol. 8, pp. 417-
418. Interestingly, the Annenian merchant Hovhannes Tovmajian, who traveled to
Madras in 1768-1769, met the same "Monsieur De Lasche, a certain French merchant
in Madras," in the company of the local Armenian merchants, including Shahamir
Shahamirian who was Khojajanian's close friend and collaborator. Tovmajian
describes the Frenchman as a merchant working for the French East India Company,
headquartered in Pondichery. See his fascinating autobiography, Vark' ew patmow
t'iwn Tovmacean Mahtesi Tel' Yovhannisi Kostandnowpolsecwoy oroy <Jnd ere
sown terowt'iwns srjeal vacarakanowt'eamb ew howsk yetoy verstin dar} ara
real i bnik kalak' iwr Kostandnowpolis }ernadri and kahanay yIgnatios yepis
kopose eot'anasnerord ami hasaki iwroy ew apa ekeal dadare i vans rabow
napeti meci Mxit'aray abbay HoI' i Venetik [The Life and History ofMahdesi Tel'
Hovhannes Tovma}ian of Constantinople who, after wondering through thirty states
conducting commerce, once again returns to his native city ofConstantinople where
he is anointed a celibate priest by Bishop Ignatius at the age of seventy and then
comes to repose at the monastery of the great master, Abbot Mkhitar, in Venice],
Manuscript no. 1688, library of the Mekhitarist Congregation, Venice, San Lazzaro,
pp.255-257.

63. We know that arrangements for procuring "paper specialists" were underway as early
as 1772, since Yerevantsi and Khojajanian were by then corresponding with each
other concerning the difficulties of acquiring assistance from European manufactur-
ers. According to Aghaniants, Yerevantsi had initially attempted to acquire assistance
from New Julfa, Persia, where paper makers were also available, before he was forced
to tum to France. See "The Biography of Simeon Yerevantsi," pp. CLXIII. Concerning
the relationship between the French paper specialists and the monks in Etchmiadzin,
including the draconian punishments Yerevantsi threatened to administer to them
when they continued to delay their work and then refused to share the secrets of their
trade with the monks, see DHP, vol. 8, pp. 581-583; AGHANIANTS, The Biography
of Simeon Yerevantsi, op.cit., pp. CLXIV-CLXV; ORMANIAN, op.cit., p. 3101; and
Partavcar, pp. 222-224. See also the briefcomments in SHAHNAZARIAN, Sh., art.
cit., p. 282 and Hay iolovrdi patmowt'iwn, p. 625.

64. Tonac'oyc' was the third book published by Etchmiadzin's press. It was preceded by
Girk alm'ic' or koc'i zbosaran hogewor [A Book ofPrayers called a Place ofSpi
ritual Pleasure] and Talaran [Song-Book], both authored by Yerevantsi and printed
in 1772. See SHAHNAZARIAN, Sh., art. cit., p. 283, and VOSGANIAN, op.cit., pp.
487 and 489.
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1774,65 this work reformed the Armenian Church calendar by introducing,
a standardized system of dates for the celebration of such feasts as Easter
or Christmas (as well as the holidays of national saints), in place of the
previous calendar, which varied from year to year and region to region.
Interestingly, the primary stimulus for this undertaking came from the
work of the Mekhitarist monk, Hagopos Chamchian (the brother of the
famous historian), who in 1758 had begun to publish, in serial form, his
Drae'oye'. As he was with other Mekhitarist publications, Yerevantsi was
apprehensive about the popularity of this work among the Armenians in
Constantinople (including those who belonged to the Apostolic Church).
He regarded its steady diffusion of Latin rites and traditions among the
Armenians as a source of "corruption" and "distortion" of the nation's
spiritual domain. Seizing the moment, he thus re-structured Etchmiadzin's
calendar and, in doing so, strove to wrest away from the Mekhitarists (and
Catholics in general) the influence they were exerting on the Holy See's
flock. Referring to the Mekhitarist publication as a "bearer of poison"
(t'ownaran) or "poisonous guide" (t'ownae'oye', a play on words with
Tonaeoye' or Calendar ofHolidays) that "should be avoided as one avoids
a fundamental heresy," he wrote: "Matters such as this caused us to under-

65. There is a cryptic reference to the publication of TiJnae'oye' in the archives of the
Mekhitarist Congregation in which Mikayel Chamchian, writing to Abbot Melkonian,
refers to hearsay in Constantinople concerning the publication of a "Towmaragirk:"
(or Calendar) by Yerevantsi. The letter is dated July I, 1770, which suggests that it is
either a typographical error or that rumors about TiJnae'oye' were already in circula-
tion at the time. The latter case seems more likely, since Yerevantsi's ambition to
restructure the Armenian calendar was no secret to the Armenians in Constantinople.
Yerevantsi had himself publicized his plans in a work he published there in 1660
while serving as a legate. In the colophon of this work, entitled Tarekan iJrae'oye'
(Yearly Calendar), he had declared: "We also have at hand a grand Calendar [mayr
TiJnae'oye1, created upon the thirty-six letters of our alphabet, individually [... ],
which we are prepared to print." For reasons that remain unknown, no such work was
published until the appearance of Yerevantsi's TiJnae'oye' some fourteen years later.
See VOSGANIAN, Hay girk';], op.cit., pp. 449-450 for the colophon material whence
I have drawn my excerpt. According to Vosganian, Tarekan iJrae'oye' was published
anonymously, which is why she does not attribute the work to Yerevantsi or anyone
else in her catalogue. However, Ormanian has persuasively demonstrated that the
work in question belongs to Yerevantsi's pen, a claim that is bolstered by the fact that
Yerevantsi's TiJnae'oye' was also "created upon the thirty-six letters" of the alphabet.
The matter cannot be resolved since there are no known surviving copies of Tarekan
iJrac'oye'. See ORMANIAN, op.cit., pp. 3102-3103. For an excerpt of Chamchian's
letter, see MayI' diwan Mxit'areane' Venetkoy i Sowrb Lazar [Grand Archive of
the Mekhitarists of Veniee at San Lazzaro], 1707-1773, DAYAN, Gh. (ed.), Venice,
1930, p. 347.
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take this work, so that by warning our dear nation and making them aware
of the [Mekhitarists's] knavery, deception, and especially the quality of
their faith, our nation would become cautious with them."66 He then
ordered his flock, through the powers invested in him as Catholicos, to
first "rid that poisonous guide [i.e., Chamchian's Orac'oyc1 in its entirety
from your midst and to condemn it in full," and second "to acquire this

66. Tonac'oyc', p. 17. Yerevantsi is scurrilous in his sweeping denunciation of the
Mekhitarists and their growing influence. Referring to them as "newfangled
Catholics" [noraboys lot'erakank, a pejorative term he used not for Lutherans or
Protestants, whose numbers were negligible at the time, but for Armenian Catholics,
including both Jesuits and Mekhitarists], he asks his readers in Tonac'oyc'whether the
Mekhitarists were really qualified to invent a "a yearly booklet, which is a plaything
for children," based on their haughty assumption that "our nation did not have com-
petent scholars who could set their own church holidays to order." He then character-
ized them as "foxes [cakamowtk or those which burrow under ground, used here fig-
uratively], insignificant entities, and not even worthy of being remembered." Idem, p.
18. (Interestingly, Yerevantsi does not mention them by their real name, not in
Tonac'oyc' and not even in his yisatakarans; even Hagopos Chamchian's name is
nowhere to be found.) "Should we rely on such people," he then asks, "about whom
it is uncertain as to which faith they follow, dubious as to which nation or people they
belong to, and unknown as to who or where they are, and to what calling they
respond." Ibid., p. 18. One can argue that Yerevantsi's disparaging comments here are
addressed not to the Mekhitarists but to those Armenians working directly for the
Propaganda Fide and its Collegio Urbaniano, also known as "Collegians." However,
it is evident from the context that Yerevantsi's broadsides are aimed principally at the
Mekhitarists, without, at the same time, excluding the Collegians. The Mekhitarists,
in their tum, dismissed Yerevantsi's writings for their "heretical" ideas against the
Rome. The short caustic entry under "Simon Yerevantsi" in Kensagrowt'iwn ereweli
aranc' [Biography of Eminent People], MAI:.AK-l'EOPILEANC', M. (ed.), Venice,
1839, volume 2, states the following: "He was the first among Armenian Catholicoi
who dared, in writing, to arm himself against the Holy Throne ofRome, which no one
else among those who succeeded our Saint Gregory the Illuminator to the See [of
Etchmiadzin] had done. Although Catholicos Ghazar wrote such heretical things, he
wrote them before he became Catholicos. This book of Simeon's, entitled Partavcar,
was filled with so much intolerable nonsense, impudence and ignorance against the
Holy Throne ofRome, where he labored to demonstrate that our nation has not altered
any of its church doctrines and worship. It did not sell, however. And after writing all
this, he himself twisted [xarnakeac1 the former classification of the holidays of our
holy fathers by inventing a new classification according to his fancies and his own
system. Consequently, those members ofour nation living under Ottoman rule did not
accept it at first but only after many years had passed." Idem, p. 454. It should be
noted that the author is mistaken about Partavcar's date of publication, which
occurred not before but after Tonac'oyc' had already come to light. On Yerevantsi's
usage of the term Lot'erank', see AGHANIANTS, DHP, vol. 3, p. 827, footnote 10;
see also below for a fuller discussion of Yerevantsi's polemic with Catholic
Armenians and particularly with the Mekhitarists.
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new Tonac'oye' and henceforth to conduct yourselves in accordance with
it."67 The cost of ignoring these orders was excommunication.68

Yerevantsi's new calendar was not merely an idle exercise in
setting alternative dates to the ones proposed by the Mekhitarists; nor was
it simply an effort to remove Catholic holidays and their corresponding
saints from the religious practices of Armenian Apostolics in
Constantinople. It was rather calculated to produce a much more subtle
but enduring effect, one that is intimately related to the synergy between
temporal and national consciousness. After all, the idea of the calendar, as
Benedict Anderson and others have noted, lies at the heart of imagining
(and hence "inventing") national communities.69 Its manipulation is piv-
otal in shaping national consciousness in at least three related ways. First,
the calendar helps to generate uniform rituals and practices on a collective
level by plotting these rituals/practices ,along a standardized temporal
framework. This "common temporal order" enables individuals-who
otherwise lead anonymous lives separated from each other by space and
time-to become aware of themselves as living "parallel" to others and
thus identifY themselves, through their shared and simultaneous rituals, as
members of the same community rooted in time. 70 Second, the calendar
and calendrical reforms not only reflect but also constitute and promote
social difference and segregation.71 They are agents simultaneously of

67. Tonac'oyc', p. 19.
68. "Behold, with our high authority that comes from the God-descended Holy Throne,

and from the divinely miraculous right hand of our father Saint Gregory the
Illuminator, and with the authority of our Catholicosate, we declare that henceforth
those who love, receive, and employ that deceitful booklet shall be excommunicated
or anathemized." Tonac'oyc', p. 17.

69. ANDERSON, B., Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of
Nationalism, London, 1991'. It goes without saying that Anderson's key word "imag-
ined" (a household term by now among scholars of nationalism and adjacent fields of
inquiry) should not be confused with "imaginary," as in something false or non-exis-
tent. For Anderson, the nation is an "imagined community" in the sense that "the
members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members,
meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their
communion." (6) What is important in this context is the presence of "print-capital-
ism" or print culture in general, which creates the technical and cultural means
through which individuals, who are separated from one another by space, can identify
with larger, anonymous publics.

70. Idem, pp. 24-25 and 194.
71. See the stimulating discussion in ZERUBAVEL, E., Easter and Passover: On

Calendars and Group Identity, in American Sociological Review, 1982, vol. 47.
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temporal segregation and integration, of external differentiation and inter-
nal standardization. The Gregorian reforms of the Julian calendar in 1582,
for instance, clearly accentuated the CatholiclProtestant divide for more
than a century, as did Constantine's calendrical reform of the fourth cen-
tury CE that temporally severed the celebration of Easter from the Jewish
Passover, thereby reinforcing the new "identity through difference" of the
Church by setting Christianity apart from Judaism. 72 The third feature of
the calendar that makes it particularly suitable to shaping group, and espe-
cially national, identity is what I call the notion of "centering"-a key
strategy of nation-making and a hallmark of modern nation-states. The
calendar acts as a supreme centering device by firmly anchoring collec-
tive rituals to a homogenized temporal center (i.e., the new system of
dates) as well as to the institution that administers and manipulates that
center (i.e., the nation-state in most modern cases). That is why nation-
making and center-establishing are often engineered by manipulation of
the calendar, as with the new French Calendar after the Revolution of
1789.

Forging national identity through temporal "centering" was also
Yerevantsi's strategy. His example illustrates-Anderson's claims
notwithstanding-that such strategies of "centering" need not rely on the
nation-state and its institutions; they can also be pursued in diasporic set-
tings. Indeed, in Yerevantsi's case, "centering" was carried out through the
institution of the Church and the Catholicosate in lieu of (and in opposi-
tion to) a nation-state (hence my term "centering like a nation-state").
Yerevantsi pursued this policy of centering through various means,
including his attempt to establish religious standardization and the
homogenization of calendar time, both of which aimed at rooting the dis-
persed and polycentric nation to the institution of the Catholicosate at
Etchmiadzin. Seen in this light, his Tonac'oyc'thus takes on a magnified
significance. Its purpose, as Yerevantsi told his readers in his Preface, was
to furnish the nation with a new temporal and spatial center (i.e.,
Etchmiadzin), so as to allow those celebrating the holidays of national
saints, synchronically across the scattered body of the dispersion and
homeland, to be unified in time and space through their ritual devotion to
Etchmiadzin, and simultaneously to be set apart from the Catholic

72. Idem, p. 284.
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, Armenians.73 In short, given the importance of religious holidays in shap-
ing national memory and identity in the eighteenth century-and the suc-
cess of Catholic infiltration into this domain-the publication of
Tonacoyc' must be considered a significant feat for Etchmiadzin. Its dis-
semination throughout the communities of dispersion-particularly in
Constantinople and across India74-was given high priority as a vital strat-
agem in Yerevantsi's larger project of combating the polycentric forces
jeopardizing Etchmiadzin's role as the nation's center.75 Just as important,
in this regard, was the publication of Partavcar, to which we shall return
in our commentary below. Printing of this work commenced in 1779 but
was only completed three years later, when Yerevantsi had already passed
away. Like everything else Yerevantsi wrote or did, this work also aimed
at centering the nation on the sacral center of Etchmiadzin.

73. As Ormanian astutely remarks, "the idea of segregating Catholic Armenians from the
circle ofArmenians by way of introducing liturgical distinctions and obstructing their
influence by making their calendar non-usable, was, in some way, part of Simeon's
[i.e., Yerevantsi's] intention." The plan, as Ormanian also notes, was partially suc-
cessful since the Mekhitarists, the Andonians and the Catholicosate of Armenian
Catholics in Lebanon categorically rejected Yerevantsi's new calendar. Idem, pp.
3106-3107.

74. The Yisatakaran provides detailed information on the number of copies of Tonacoyc'
sent to Basra, Baghdad and India, and their allocation throughout the communities of
dispersion there. See AGHANIANTS, DHP, vol. 8, pp. 422-423.

75. Ironically, instead ofunifying or "centering" (Apostolic) Armenians, Yerevantsi's cal-
endrical reform may have initially reinforced pre-existing polycentric divisions with-
in the nation. In effect, the publication of Tonacoyc', as Ormanian and others have
noted, drove a wedge between Ottoman and Persian Armenians, creating a calendri-
cal dissonance between these two communities. On the one hand, after Etchmiadzin
spent considerable efforts at flooding the diaspora with copies of Tonacoyc' and mak-
ing its application mandatory through the circulation of edicts and encyclicals, most
Armenians living under Persian dominion (including those in India and the East)
accepted the new calendar shortly after its publication. This was not the case, howev-
er, for the Ottoman Armenians, especially those in Constantinople. The Catholic
Armenians there dismissed it for obvious reasons, and particularly because Yerevantsi
had incorporated Grigor Tat'ewac'i and Yovhan Orotnec'i-Armenian Church fathers
known for their virulent opposition to Rome and the Council of Chalcedon-into the
pantheon of Armenian saints. As for the Apostolic community, they too failed to
immediately embrace the calendrical reform. Even Patriarch Zakaria was at first dis-
inclined to adopt it since, in his view, Yerevantsi had not consulted Constantinople in
undertaking his monumental project, in light of which, enforcing the new Calendar
would have only legitimized the highhanded manner in which Etchmiadzin was treat-
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The same logic of "centering like a nation-state" also animates'
the momentous administrative changes Yerevantsi introduced into the
management of Etchmiadzin's affairs. In this respect, one of his first
measures as Catholicos was to literally set the Holy See's papers in order.
He did this by commissioning several collections of documents with the
aim of facilitating the efficient settlement of legal disputes between the
Holy See and the Patriarchates of Constantinople and Jerusalem, as well
as with the rival Catholicosates. These collections included detailed
inventories of Etchrniadzin's diocesan sees as well as the legates it had
appointed to them. Yerevantsi also pioneered the tradition of maintaining
official memoirs (yisatakarans) or books of annals in which summaries of
edicts and correspondences of Catholicoi (beginning with himself) were
duly recorded.76 In addition, he embarked on a systematic policy of archiv-

ing the Patriarchate. Zakaria eventually agreed to the new refonns in 177617, but even
then the Annenians of Constantinople (and arguable most Ottoman Annenians) did
not heed his decision. After Yerevantsi's death, when Zakaria was re-elected as
Patriarch in 1784, he banned the new calendar and even had copies of it burned. The
Calendar was re-instituted a few years later by his successor, Patriarch Daniel, at
which time it became widely used throughout the Empire. It therefore took about fif-
teen years after the proclamation of Tonac'oyc' for Ottoman Annenians to come
around to restructuring their lives according Etchmiadzin's new temporal framework.
See Onnanian's perspicacious treatment of the issue in op.cit., pp. 3108-3109;
AGHANIANTS, The Biography o/Simeon Yerevantsi, op.cit., pp. CLXVlII-CUO((; and
PERPEREAN, A., Hayoc' Patmowt'iwn [Historyo/theArmenians], Constantinople,
1870, pp. 2 and 5.

76. This is the collection that was later published by Kyut Kahana Aghaniants under the
title Diwan Hayoc' patmowt'ean (DRP). (See footnote 43 above). Volumes 3,8 and
II of this monumental work contain Yerevantsi's yisatakarans, covering the period
ofhis tenure as Catholicos. The latter not only otTer us the most extensive archives on
Yerevantsi, but also contain a mine ofinfonnation on various aspects of life in the dis-
persion communities. It should be noted that the opening and closing volumes are the
work of the scribe Hovhannes Keghamatsi (later re-christened as Vardapet Issahag),
who was the first to undertake this laborious task. The middle volume is the work of
Hovhannes the Scribe. Most of the infonnation drawn below is from the second vol-
ume of the yisatakaran. For infonnation on the compilers, see AGHANIANTS, DRP,
vol. 3, footnote I on p. 807 and vol. II, footnote 1. After his promotion to the rank of
vardapet and then Bishop in the early I770s, Keghamatsi temporarily ceased to work
as Yerevantsi's personal scribe and took upon himself, among other things, the task of
supervising Echmiadsin's press. He resumed his fonner duties of compiling the
yisatakaran following the death of Hovhannes the Scribe in 1776. The colophon of
Tonac'oyc' refers to him as "the spiritual son of our Holiness, Issahag Yepiscopos
Keghamatsi, who, in his indefatigable labors, is the general organizer and supervisor
of this work and its intendant." (Tonac'oyc', p. 562).
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ing and taxonomizing Etchmiadzin's legal and ecclesiastical documents,
its edicts, proclamations, encyclicals/bulls, its diocesan financial accounts
and landholdings, starting with the earliest contracts and title deeds grant-
ed to the Holy See by the secular authorities that, at various times, had
ruled over it. This extremely valuable collection, known as Jampre (from
the French word chambre77

), was compiled in 1765 but only discovered
and published in 1873.78

77. In the eighteenth century, the word chambre not only designated a chamber or room,
but was also a term used by the Catholic Church, as well as by the European states of
the time, to refer to a special chamber where official archives were stored. Yerevantsi,
as Ormanian points out, most likely came across the term during his years in
Constantinople where he was in frequent contact with Armenian clergy who had close
ties to the Vatican. See ORMANIAN, op.cit., p. 3029.

78. Yerevantsi writes in his Introduction to Jampre that his goal is to use history (the
record ofthe past, the events of the present and the possibilities of the future-this is
his formulation) as a mirror through which the Mother See and its servants, including
the Catholicoi, will be able to chart a course in time. He presents his endeavor as fol-
lows: "To bring to light and to burnish the good works [zararec'eal barerarowt'iwns]
and gilded deeds [oskep'ayl] of the blessed ancestors (which have been covered as if

. they had disappeared in the darkness ofoblivion and ignorance) so that with their bril-
liant names they shall be permanently glorified in the temple of God at the Holy See.
Therefore, I propose to write this book ... which contains, in its entirety, the state of
the Holy See, for I have recorded in it all of its conditions, that is to say how it was
established, how it existed and how it and those who occupied its seat were managed
or conducted, both internally and externally. [I have also narrated] the spread of its
power and honor, and its occasional weakness and sorrow, and I have recounted con-
cerning the Catholicpi who sat there ... and I have related the history of their posses-
sions, how and when they had it, that is to say, their diocesan regions, prelacies and
also [certain] productive places with their conditions, such as those that paid taxes to
it [mlk'atow]: villages, ... fields, watermills, ... dwellings, stores or shops ...We have
also recorded here those realities that are significant and worthy of being remem-
bered, as well as the useful and harmful occurrences of the past, as examples and as
a mirror for the future, so that by having what is useful at hand, you shall avoid what
is harmful. We have also recorded here all the conditions of our lands and of our
neighboring monasteries along with their conditions. Finally, our intention and aim of
our effort has been the following: that this book become a complete compendium of
knowledge [hanrakanapes parownakolj, a mirror and informant [canowc'anolj to
everyone concerning the conditions and future of the Holy See and our monasteries,
and an everlasting and always useful monument to the truth of the past as a precau-
tion to what can come later." At the end of his introductory remarks, Yerevantsi com-
mands his successors to continue his work. Jampre: Girk' or koCi yisatakaran arja
nac'owc'ic: hayeli ew parownakol bnawic' srboy at'oroys, ew iwroy srJakayic'
vanoreic'n [Jampre: A Book Called a Memoir that Registers, a Mirror and Container
of all the Conditions of the Holy See, and its Surrounding Monasteries],
Vagharshapat, 1873, pp. 3-4.
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Jampre begins with a discourse of origins whose primary goal is
to invest Etchmiadzin and the institution of the Catholicosate with
Biblical authority by comparing its foundation to the Ark of the Covenant
of the Israelites. Just as God had shown Moses the form of the temple to
be consecrated in a sacred place, which would act as a "mother, educator
and sanctuary for the Ancient People [Le., the Israelites]," likewise writes
Yerevantsi, "in more recent times [Le., in the early fourth century CE], He
showed the form of this temple to Saint Gregory (who was the leader of
the New Israel) to consecrate, in a special site, a dwelling place for Him
[which would act] as a mother, educator and sanctuary for the New
People, the nation of the Armenians." It goes without saying that the allu-
sion here is to Christ's descent at Etch-miadzin, (the descent of the "only
begotten one") which paves way for Saint Gregory's consecration of the
Holy See on that site. In this fashion, Yerevantsi suggests, Etchmiadzin
became a New Jerusalem for the Armenian nation, the pivot and shrine of
the nation's memory and identity.

Yerevantsi then describes how the Holy See was initially
"resplendent in its power" but how, with the weakening of the Armenian
kingdoms, its authority too began to slowly crumble. He outlines the pere-
grinations of the Catholicosate from its sacral site to neighboring Dvin,
Argina, Ani, Hromkla and Sis, and finally back to its origins in
Etchmiadzin. As regrettable as these shifts were, they were nonetheless
understandable, he argues, since the leaders ofthe Church were concerned
for the safety oftheir institution. In other words, given the political uncer-
tainties of the period, Yerevantsi seems to be suggesting that rescuing the
"office" could take precedence over the sacredness of the lieu or site.
Once the Catholicosate returned to Etchmiadzin (1441), however, the
story changed. Dissent, rivalry and polycentrism took root, first with the
survival of what he considered to be the renegade Catholicosates of Sis
and Aghtamar, and then with the growing defiance of the Patriarchates of
Jerusalem and Constantinople. The order of power and authority became
disordered and the center was lost. Yerevantsi's principal reason for com-
piling Jampre was to restore the authority ofthis "center" and to reaffirm
the supremacy of Etchmiadzin and its Catholicos. In a separate chapter
addressing the Holy See's relations with the Patriarchates, Yerevantsi
writes:

The spiritual authority of the Holy See extends and spreads
out to all places and to all comers of the world where
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Armenian-born and Apostolic [lmuwlllp~wtlllOU] people and
religious assemblies may be found. For wherever churches

. and clergy, priests and laymen belonging to the Armenian
nation exist, under whatever name they may be called, they
are entirely bound and enclosed by the authority of the Holy
See of Etchmiadzin and its Catholicoi who are successors to
Saint Gregory the Illuminator of Armenia. And it is the spe-
cial authority of the Catholicoi who sit [at Etchmiadzin] to
consecrate all Armenian churches, to reform them, to keep
them in order, to remove those that are superfluous, to bring
to perfection those that are defective, to correct those that
have deviated, to remove and to dissolve from the ranks of
the Church those that are unworthy and incapable of being
corrected...and to dispatch legates as their representatives, at
the proper time, to everyone so as to ascertain and become
informed about the conditions of the churches and clergy.79

Yerevantsi then targets Etchmiadzin's polycentric rivals one by
one, beginning with the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. Though a relatively
innocuous threat at Yerevantsi's time, the Patriarchate's offenses needed
to be redressed because of its short-lived bid to become a renegade
Catholicosate for Ottoman Armenians.

And Jerusalem is neither a Patriarchate nor a Prelate
[Unw2unIUl], for it has no specific see for itself, nor church-
es or a diocesan flock [tlP6wqw9hwl hom]. Jerusalem is not
even a country and realm of the Armenians, because it was
formerly a city and country of the Greeks and sometimes,
during the rule of the Christian kings, even of their
Patriarchate. Later, when it was ruled by the nation of the
Ottomans, the Greek Patriarchate and the power of the
Christian kings disappeared altogether from there.
Thenceforth, it became a general place for the pilgrimage of
all Christians, as a result of which, each of them [Le.,
Christians] received a special place for themselves, where
they built monasteries and Churches, and where each nation
stationed its attendants and guardians, so that, by settling
there, they would protect their sites and provide sanctuary for

79. Idem, p. 52.
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their compatriots. This is also the case with [the Armenians],
who are there only as attendants and guardians of the sacred
sites which belong to the Armenian nation.80

Much the same applied to the Patriarchate of Constantinople:
And likewise with Constantinople, which is not a city or
country ofthe Armenians but ofthe Greeks, where the Greek
Patriarchate was located and continues to exist. But in recent
times, and during the dispersion of our nation, when some of
them also went there for the purpose of conducting com-
merce, and in the gradual increase of their population they
even settled there, they began to receive their own Armenian
churches as a result of which it became necessary for them to
have their own prelate [wnw2UnpIl], which they came to
acquire through the permission of the Catholicos.81 After the
power of the qttomans increased, and when our princes [Le.,
the new merchant elite] and general population began to fre-
quent there [Le., Constantinople], the Prelates began to
protest, became arrogant and disregarded the spiritual canons
or orders and disrespected the esteem of the Catholicos [wn
nmU hwpqwUhl qUJ.wmlllU hWJPwUJ.hmpU]. And through
the decrees of Muslim [or foreign] kings [Le., the Ottoman
sultans], they were able to remain independent by arranging
for the payment of taxes to the crown on a yearly basis, on
account of which they were called patriks. Hence, it became
a habit for the common people to call them patriarchs."82

The crux of Yerevantsi's worries concerning the Patriarchate
had to do with the danger that its expanding sphere ofjurisdiction posed
to the Mother See's role as "centering center" of both religion and nation.
The Patriarchate, as Yerevantsi was quick to note, had taken advantage of
its close proximity to the seat of Ottoman power, at a time when

80. Idem, p. 55. See also Siruni's commentary on this and the next passage in Polis ew
ir der'iJ, op.cit., pp. 453-455.

81. There seems to be no evidence that the Bishop of Bursa, who was the first Armenian
"Patriarch" in Constantinople according to the conventional view, was actually
appointed by the Catholicos in the then newly established See of Etchmiadzin.

82. Jampre, p. 56.
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Etchmiadzin was insignificant to that power and was also in a backwater
of Persian imperial (and later Romanov) realm. That proximity to the
Ottoman center, as previously noted, enabled the Patriarch of
Constantinople, over time, to gradually remove and appropriate nearly all
the diocesan prelacies on Ottoman territory hitherto under Etchmiadzin's
authority. The resulting breach ofjurisdictional authority undermined the
Holy See's symbolic place in the religious imaginary of the nation, not to
mention shrinking its financial resources; what is more, it curtailed the
power of the Catholicos to dispense and maintain the "orthodoxy" of the
faith among its dispersed flock. Yerevantsi describes these encroachments
and then highlights, in particular, how the Patriarchate's insubordination
was fomenting heresy and corruption:

Because ofthis, unbelief [phpwhwlwmmpluU], Catholicism
[UrwwpliwJmpplU] and many unlawful things became fre-
quent in those parts UWQwluhgwU p lJ.nllliwUu wJUnuplJ.]
and still multiply from day to day. And since their prelates
reside there under the permission ofthe Turks and strive only
to remit their taxes to the crown and to corrupt themselves,
whereas the Catholicosate is under the rule of the Persians, it
is not possible for him [Le., the Catholicos] to rule over them,
to impose penalties on them and to mete out corporeal pun-
ishment on others. It can only excommunicate them, which
does not solve anything since the power of the Ottomans is
dangerous and only harm can come from it and not any good,
especially since the worm is inside and not on the surface. 83

It was in light of these views that Yerevantsi devised a scheme
to directly subordinate the Patriarchate of Constantinople to his rule. In a
brash move, he created a separate office, that of the vice-Catholicos,
which would be located in Constantinople to directly supervise (hence
control and centralize) the affairs of the Patriarch. To this end, in 1764 he
delegated Abraham Asdabatsi to the Ottoman capital, but the plan back-
fired as Astabatsi's presence created intense opposition from the local
amiras who resented coming under Etchmiadzin's direct mandate.
Asdabatsi attempted to consolidate power by relying on merchants from

83. Idem, p. 56-57.
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the Eastern provinces, but to no avail; he was expelled by,a royal firman
from the capital and returned to Etchmiadzin. 84

As for the Catholicosates of Sis, Aghtamar and Albania,
Yerevantsi devoted separate chapters in Jampre to exposing their rene-
gade claims to independent authority. The first two were under
Etchmiadzin's control by the time Yerevantsi had assumed the throne of
the Catholicosate. Their defiance ofEtchmiadzin's symbolic authority and
their attempts at infringing on its diocesan sees, according to Yerevantsi,
were successfully rebuffed by his predecessors, despite the Sublime
Porte's tendency to favor Ottoman-based representatives of the Armenian
Church over Etchmiadzin. The Catholicosate of Albania, on the other
hand, had continued to expand the autonomy it had acquired in the twelfth
century when the Mother See was weakened due to the restless move-
ments of its Catholicosate. By the eighteenth century it had encroached on
Etchmiadzin's diocesan sees in Russia, but this too was rebuffed when
Yerevantsi succeeded in restoring these sees to the Holy See and in sub-
ordinating Gantsasar to the authority of the Catholicos at Etchmiadzin. 85

But Yerevantsi reserved his most scathing remarks for the
Armenian Catholics or Alt'armayk'.86 In a separate text, published as the
conclusion to his Tonac'oyc', he singled them out for special censure. The
Armenian Catholics, he argued, were "apostates" who had "disowned the
nation and church that gave birth to and nourished them" for no other rea-
son than "bodily pleasures and unbridled gluttony."87 They had to be

84. See CHAMCHIAN, The History of the Armenians, op.cit., pp. 872 and 874;
ORMANIAN, op.cit., pp. 3043-3044; and the entry under "Simeon Yerevantsi" in
Kensagrowt'iwn erewe/i aranc', p. 454.

85. For the Catholicosate of Sis, see Jampre, pp. 98-99; for Aghtamar, see Idem, pp. 91-
97; and for Albania, see Idem, pp. 63-91. On Yerevantsi's relations with the
Catholicosate of Albania, clearly his most serious challenge within the Church after
the Patriarchate of Constantinople, see AGHANIANTS, The Biography of Simeon
Yerevantsi, op.cit., pp. c-cxx, and ORMANIAN, op.cit., pp. 3052-3053.

86. The term Alt'armay (Alt'armayk' for plural) is a Turkish loan word (from Aktarma/k)
which means I) to move or to change, in its verbal form, or 2) an apostate, as a noun.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was widely used among Armenian
Apostolics, in its second connotation, as a pejorative designation for Armenian
Catholics. Yerevantsi employs the term interchangeably with Lot'erank (see footnote
66 above). For a brief explanation, see AGHANIANTS, DHP, vol. 3, p. 828, footnote
23; and AJARIAN, Hayoc' lezowi patmowt'iwn, op.cit., p. 283.

87. Tonac'oyc', p. 545.
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branded as "foes" because, having left their church for the comforts of
Europe, they had turned back to "revile" their own confession and
nation.88 In a particularly graphic passage, Yerevantsi likened them to dan-
gerous parasites on the body-spirit of the nation:

They are like moths who have come out of a piece of cloth-
ing and are piercing holes in that same garment, or like
wood-worms who appear out of wood only to corrode that
same wood. They are the small foxes [wIlmtumuJ;!
tlJ.nJ;!muJ;!] that spoil our fields. They are the forerunners of
the Anti-Christ [qwpwtqbmJ;! ubn}1uu], who have already
arrived. They are the ones who stemmed from us but were
not from us, for had they been one of us they would have
remained with us ... They are despicable and worthy of being
chased away like poisonous serpents and like deceitful foxes
that blight the canons and orders of our sacred church.89

Moths or sJ!lall foxes Catholic Armenians may have been for
Yerevantsi, but the fact was that they were the Holy See's most formida-
ble opponents. For, in Yerevantsi's view at least, not only did they defy
Etchmiadzin's role as the supreme center of the Armenians (which is what
the Patriarchates and rival Catholicosates were also doing), they also
questioned the very orthodoxy and independence of the Armenian
Church. They did this either by labeling it a heretical institution in need of
being subsumed under the Church ofRome (which was the bellicose posi-
tion of the Collegians) or by striving to "ecumenically" unite it with
Rome, albeit without going so far as to label its teachings as heresy (which

88. Inter-confessional feuds between Catholic Annenians and Apostolics were rife in the
eighteenth century, especially in Constantinople, where the Patriarchate frequently
resorted to the Porte in its detennined and on occasion violent persecution of Catholic
missionaries and converts. However, as Leo points out, the extreme to which
Yerevantsi took his anti-Catholic zeal was unparalleled. "He began a campaign of
persecution against Catholic priests working on the border of Georgia and elsewhere
not only through the collaboration of [King] Heracles [of Georgia] but also through
that of the local Muslim rulers ...Wherever Annenians who had joined the Catholics
were discovered, they were sent to Etchmiadzin through the local authorities. There,
Simeon would punish them and would release them only after he had received their
confession of sins. These inquisitorial practices constitute the darkest aspect of
Simeon's tenure as Catholicos." LEO, Hayoc' patmowt'iwn, op.cit., p. 280. For inter-
confessional violence in Constantinople, see SIRUNI, op.cit.

89. Tonac'oyc', p. 550.
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··was the dovish policy of the Mekhitarists). For Yerevantsi, this was a dis-
tinction without a difference since, in his view, what mattered most was
the charge of "apostasy." Regardless of the Mekhitarist claim that one
could be Annenian by ethnicity or "nationality" and Catholic by confes-
sion, Yerevantsi insisted that membership in the nation entailed 1) belong-
ing to the Annenian Church, and 2) accepting the "divine right" of
Etchmiadzin as the sacral center of the nation. On this count, even the dis-
senters of Sis or Aghtamar could be seen as operating within the fold of
the nation, despite their essentially administrative, not religious, fonn of
defiance of the Holy See; the Mekhitarists and especially the Collegians,
on the other hand, according to Yerevantsi, had entirely broken with the
nation, thus making them even more treacherous.

The Catholic Annenians were also pernicious for Yerevantsi
because, unlike the dissenters within the Armenian Church, they were
armed with the best that European power and technology had to offer,
against which Etchmiadzin's resources were rather meager. "Their lands
[Le., Europe] are filled with all good things and all resources," Yerevantsi
wrote, alluding to both the Collegians in Rome and the Mekhitarists in
Venice. Their "instruments and craftsmen are plenty and affordable, and
they are entirely free and bear no grief from being under the exactions and
despotism of Muslim rulers since their authority rests with the
Christians."90 In short, unlike Etchmiadzin's workers who labored under
predatory conditions, the Mekhitarists and Collegians could operate in an
environment where work could be "successfully accomplished without
any barriers."91 This, in addition to their easy access to print technology
("their most powerful craft of deception"92 and the secret of their success),
gave them an edge over Etchmiadzin, a fact that was not lost on
Yerevantsi since one of the principal reasons why he established a press at
the Holy See was to tum the weapons of the Catholics against them:

[In this manner] they darken their slanderous pages [uphG
qpnuwu] with mockery and loquacity, they ornament the
exterior [of their books] as they please, load them up in their
ships and send them here and there as though they were rare
and astonishing new things. And they sell them at four or five
times the price. Now upon seeing their beautiful appearance,

90. Idem, pp. 547-548.
91. Idem, p. 548.
92. Idem, pp. 546-547.
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our innocent and blessed nation thinks they are filled with
unknown knowledge. And if it happens that among these
works one out of a hundred or a thousand turns out to be use-
ful and acceptable, that is because it has been stolen from our
works.93

The rest of the books, however, were "full offables" and poison-
ous doctrines that "twisted and deformed" the spiritual precepts of "our
blessed ancestors."94 To be sure, the Catholic Armenians made much of
their "suffer[ing] and toil[ing] on account ofyour welfare so that you shall
be educated," Yerevantsi told his readers; but the fact is that "with such
deceptive means they sucked and continue to suck the blood of some of
our feeble people."9;

Throughout this long and extraordinary diatribe, Yerevantsi
never once mentions his opponents by name. He holds no distinctions
between Collegians or Mekhitarists, as noted earlier. However, on two
occasions he makes oblique remarks, suggesting that the Mekhitarists
were among his primary targets. The first is the allusion to Hagopos
Chamchian's Oracoyc' (again not mentioned by name), which indeed pro-
vides the overall context and condition ofpossibility for his diatribe.96 The
other and more intriguing pointer is the clue he drops in the context of his
discussion of "small foxes" and "wood-worms," where he characterizes
his foes as "those who have disowned us and our church, who consider us
to be schismatic and strayed, and write their names and place them above
that of ours [lll.jbpwJ llbp qubtmjJ"97 This must surely be considered as
one of the most singular passages in the entire text since it reveals to the
reader that the Mekhitarists are in fact behind the nameless mask of
Yerevantsi's foe; after all, they were the only Catholic Armenians who
printed the name of the "Catholicos ofAll Armenians" anywhere on their

93. Idem, p. 548.
94. Ibidem.
95. Idem, p. 546.
96. See the discussion above and the Preface of Tonac'oyc'.

97. Idem, pp. 550-551.
98. This custom, which was an integral part of the Mkhitarist orientation on matters con-

cerning the orthodoxy of the Annenian Church, was discontinued in 1800. Since the
Collegians or other Catholic proselytizers working for the Propaganda Fide did not
recognize the orthodoxy of the Annenian Church, they did not place the name of the
Catholicos on their title pages.
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title pages.98 Immediately after this sentence, Yerevantsi ash:
How is it worthy of us to consider such apostates
[mpwgnIJ.uu] as our friends or to accept their deviant books?
On account of this, I beseech you all, my dear Armenian
nation, [... ] to totally scorn and despise them [lunmbgwp
qunuw pUUlwn], to shun them [lunpzbgwpmp p ungwGt],
to chase them from your midst as deadly enemies of your
souls and bodies. In the first place, condemn and annihilate
[wuhbm wpwptp] their deceitful and poisonous books from
among you. For though on the surface they may appear beau-
tiful, their contents are filled with fetid substance
[qwpzwhnmmpbwup] and deception, as is the case with
fatal medicine that is covered with honey. If they [these
books] are about matters of faith and belief [~wuu

hWlwmnJ l}wlwumpbwu] as well as the traditions of the
church, then we have quite a few such books from our
blessed ancestors.99

Though Yerevantsi anathemized the religious publications with
which the Mekhitarists and Collegians were flooding the markets of
Constantinople and India, his attitude towards their strictly secular books
(i.e., those that did "not contain things against our faith, confession or
church"IOO) was slightly more accommodating. Faced with the growing
demand for and unrivaled quality of Mekhitarist publications in the field
of grammar and lexicography in particular, Yerevantsi could not but yield
to the pressures of the reading public. He thus grudgingly granted his
flock permission, if need be, to consult such books. However, he coun-
seled them to treat these works as though foreigners had written them.
Readers should "enter" their pages, he wrote, invoking the metaphor of
the book as a distant and alien country, as "spies" entering a foreign land;
that is they should take what is useful and leave aside what is "vile."101 In
any case, he promised his followers that Etchmiadzin would soon outpace

99. TiJnac'oyc', p. 551.

100. Idem, p. 553.

10 I. Ibidem.
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the Mekhitarists and Collegians by producing "better and more important
works than theirs, for we have been working and keeping a vigil for five
years in order to acquire and establish this craft [of printing]."102

Yerevantsi's diatribe against Catholic Armenians demonstrates
the seriousness with which he took the Catholic threat. More than all other
rivals, these "newfangled Catholics" [unpwpnJu Lnphpwqwup] (be they
Mekhitarists or Collegians) jeopardized Etchmiadzin's sacral position as
"centering center" of both religion and nation. The diatribe also suggests
that Yerevantsi was selective in his condemnation, at least as far as the
Mekhitarists were concerned. He rejected those aspects of their interven-
tion in the crisis of the eighteenth century that dealt with religious matters.
But he was compelled to reluctantly accept their contribution in the realm
oflanguage and Western knowledge. Even this, however, was a provision-
al measure, since he planned to devote Etchmiadzin's press to the task of
overtaking the Mekhitarists in their own game. How he would have react-
ed to the Mekhitarist "conquest of the historical world"103 pioneered by
Mikayel Chamchian's masterpiece (not to mention their interventions in
geography and in the field of education), had he lived long enough to see
it, is an interesting question. More than likely, like his former student
Archbishop Arghutiantz, he would have dismissed it on grounds that it
distorted the history of the nation and the doctrines of the Church. 104

Let us now turn to the discourse of dispersion and the nation
found in Partavcar. As we shall see, the latter contains the theoretical
elaboration of the policies Yerevantsi pursued while in office. It is also an

102. Idem, pp. 553-554.
103. The term is from Ernest Cassirer's classic work, The Philosophy of the

Enlightenment, Princeton, 1951. For its application to the Mekhitarist enterprise and
particularly to Chamchian, see Nichanian's discussion in Enlightenment and
Historical Thought, op.cit., pp. 96-97.

104. Arghutiantz was one of the first to reproach Chamchian's History ofthe Armenians as
a work filled with distortions, a charge that Chamchian refuted in a sardonic letter he
sent to the Archbishop, bearing the signature of Bishop Harutiun Basentsi of
Constantinople. Arghutiantz's text was published in Madras in 1791 as (Jrinak

handisawor canowc'man ew olboc'... (Unfortunately, I have not been able to con-
sult this source.) For the polemic between Arghutiantz and Chamchian, and the texts
of their correspondence, see LEO, Hayoc' Patmowt'iwn, op.cit., pp. 464-467; see also
a fuller version of the texts in AGHANIANTS, The Biography ofSimeon Yerevantsi,

op.cit., pp. CXXXVIII-CXLIV, and Djemjemian's brief discussion in his Mikayel
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epistolary form of the classificatory scheme and strategy of"centering like
a nation-state" found in Jampre and Tonacoyc', including the diatribe
against Armenian Catholics contained in' its Conclusion. Moreover,
Partavcar is a pivotal text in Yerevantsi's oeuvre because it is in its pages
that Yerevantsi most explicitly links his strategy of "centering," elaborat-
ed in the two previous works, to the larger problematic of dispersion and
diaspora. Hitherto, the link between these three works has not been noted
by others, including Ormanian and Aghaniants, who are two of the most
prolific commentators on Yerevantsi's life and work.
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Girk' or koc'i Partavcar
and the Doctrine ofDivine Rights

From Nerses the servant of Christ and, through
his compassion, the Catholicos of the

Armenians to all of you believers of the Armenian race, to
those living in our realm ofArmenia in the East, to those who
have migrated and settled in the numerous countries of the
West, to those who have moved among nations with foreign
tongues, to those who, because of our sins, have been scat-
tered to all the comers of the world, to cities, castles, vil-
lages, lands-to all of you, to the high priests, princes and
subjects, to mounted and foot soldiers, to heads of regions
and overseers, to the landed nobility and peasants, to the
merchants and craftsmen, and to all of them who, according
to their preferences and will, have embraced the various
fields oflife, and also to the men and women, to the children
and youth, to the adults and elderly, who conduct themselves
in accordance to the rules of this world and to those who fol-
Iowa celestial calling, we greet you all with love and peace
from the redeeming Holy Cross that is most agreeable to
God, from the apostolic relics that have received the fiery
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tongues of the spirit, from the right hand of the Illuminator,
and from our Seat. IOS

With these words, Nerses Shnorhali opened his Towh'
andhanrakan (General Epistle) in 1166, nestled in the castle of Hromkla,
where sixteen years earlier his family had been forced to relocate the insti-
tution of the Catholicosate. I06 Shnorhali's graceful and poetic epistle is
marked with the spirit ofurgency. It was composed on the heels of the dis-
placement of his people and the loss of their last kingdom in the home-
land. Shnorhali had just mounted the throne as the Catholicos. His Church
was wracked by dissension. In his epistle, he writes about his responsibil-
ity to discharge God's injunction to become a "good shepherd and bring
down the providential commandments to the flowing meadows, and to
rear our flock with the nourishing waters of the wisdom of the spirit. "107

But how can we perform our duties, [he wrote,] ... and chase
the wolves and cure the wounded when the shepherd and the
flock find themselves so far apart from each other? How can
we become a guide to those who refuse to follow their
leader's traces towards the royal course to heaven, but rather
choose to advance along the wide boulevard that conducts
them directly to the bowels ofHell? How can we be interced-
ers of God with such men who do not want to maintain the
covenant sworn with God ...but rather, breaching it, willing-
ly follow eviL .. Now, because this is the general picture, I
am terrified and I tremble from the fear of God's judgment,
lest this work of stewardship entrusted to me by Him shall
give rise to disrespect instead ofglory, to shame instead of an
unfading crown. What am I to do to save my soul from these
terrifying threats? I am perplexed because on account of the
calamities of our times and the presence of multiple powers
it is impossible to go around to all of them [i.e., the
Armenians], to all the parts of the world, and to preach God's

105. NERSES SHNORHALI, Nersesi Snorhalwoy Kat'olikosi Hayoe' t'owlt' iJndhan
rakan ai' hamiJren hayaser azins [The General Epistle to the Entire Armenian
Nation by Nerses Shnorhali, the Catholleos o/the Armenians], Venice, 1830, p. 1.

106. Between 1066 and 1203, the Catholicosate remained in the naxarar family of the
Pahlavuni, from which Shnorhali hailed.

107.Idem, p. 5.
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word like the holy apostles. Our nation does not even have a
capital where the king resides or an assembly so that, sitting
on the pontifical and doctoral seat, we could teach the com-
mandments of God to our people like the first patriarchs and
doctors. Rather, we have fled like dear from the hunters and
the hounds and have taken shelter in this cavern [Le.,
Hromkla] ... 108

Then, comparing his predicament to that of the apostle Paul
who, though in manacles, dutifully preached the Gospel of orthodoxy
through his epistles from afar, he wrote: "Like him, constrained in this
scorching cavern-as in a voluntary prison and manacles-we are forced
to speak through the writing of our hands with everyone who has ears to
listen instead of speaking through words."109

A little over six hundred years later, Simeon Yerevantsi
addressed the nation from his own "scorching cavern" at Etchmiadzin. He
too wrote with the same siege mentality. Though, unlike Shnorhali before
him, his pontifical throne had finally come to rest in its original site at
Etchmiadzin, he too felt confronted with what he perceived as unprece-
dented dissension and polycentric dispersion. His ability to travel among
his scattered followers, to "bridle" and "redirect" the diffusers of heresy
and dissent in their midst, was also restricted by the presence of"multiple
powers." Thus, self-consciously modeling his discourse after Shnorhali's,
Yerevantsi likened himself to the apostle Paul:

On account of the calamitous events of our times, I am
unable to come and to appear in person before all of you,
which is in any case impossible to do. As a result, I am com-
pelled to write this small booklet and to send it to you all,
informing you in particular...about that which I am obliged
to tell you and that to which you are obliged to listen and
know, and especially to carry out. Because of this, I beg you
all in the name of Christ to accept it willingly, to read it intel-
ligently, and to comprehend and carry out its ideas, as though
I were present before you and speaking to you in person. 110

108. Idem, pp. 5-6.
109. Idem, p. 7
110.Partavcar, pp. 4-5.
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Girk' or koc'i Parlavcar, pace its author's admission, is not a
"small booklet." It is rather a lengthy polemic and exhortation in one. The
work is comprised of two sections, the first of which addresses doctrinal
issues dividing the Armenian Apostolic Church from that of Rome.
Yerevantsi presents here a spirited defense ofEtchmiadzin's official posi-
tion against the Council ofChalcedon and a theological vindication of the
doctrine of monophysism as the core doctrine of the Armenian faith. His
arguments in these pages are rehearsals of earlier points raised by others,
including Nalian. 1I1 What is original about Parlavcar, however, is the sec-
ond and longer section of the work.

Chapter six of the second section, running for nearly sixty-five
pages, contains the kernel ofYerevantSi's peculiar discourse on the nation
and the key to understanding his policy of "centering like a nation-state."
It is entitled: "Exhortation to the Armenian Nation, so that they may be
emboldened in their learning of books, may bear with patience their vari-
ous temptations for the sake of their faith, may keep in !TIind our Saint
Gregory the Illuminator and his Seat ofHoly Etchmiadzin, may recognize
it [qGnuw qlJ.mbtJ as their unique spiritual parent and as the cause for the
enlightenment of the Armenian nation to which they are obliged to remain
obedient and true [hwpwqwmmplnG] wherever they may be, and [final-
ly] so that they may remain unwavering in their faith and confession."112
In the fashion of Shnorhali (though his name is not invoked), this epistle
within an epistle is addressed to the entire nation. The context, however,
suggests that its primary recipients are the wealthy merchants and literate
elites in urban diasporic centers stretching from Constantinople, the
Crimea and Transylvania in the West to New Julfa, India and the far-flung
commercial settlements in the East. The fact that Shnorhali's Taw!t'

:Indhanrakan is like a specter informing almost everything Yerevantsi
writes in these pages is not arbitrary; Shnorhali, after all, was among the
first Armenian Catholicoi to invoke the term Spiurk or dispersion/diaspo-
ra in his sermon, and certainly the first to examine the malaise of the
Church-nation through the lens of dispersion. But the motives and histor-
ical context for Yerevantsi's own epistle are decisively different from that
of Shnorhali. Pa.rlavcar is in fact deeply marked not only with the trauma
of dispersion (which was, in any case, much more widespread in

111. LEO, Hayoc' Patmowt'iwn, p. 461.

112.Partavcar, p. 264.
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Yerevantsi's time) but also with,the concerns of a Catholicos who was
eminently aware of the fact that he was living in the shadows of the mod-
em; allusions to the superiority ofEuropean states, technology and knowl-
edge, a faint cognizance of the Enlightenment and its impact on shifting
the semantic terrain of nation and dispersion-these are all present but
repressed under the surface ofYerevantsi's writing; they are also precise-
ly what make this text such a unique document for reading the eighteenth
century crisis.

The chapter on exhortation opens with a diagnosis of the crisis
of education. "I see everywhere," Yerevantsi writes, "that the knowledge,
study and reading of books has decreased and lessened as though it were
regarded as a superfluous thing, as a result of which it has been extin-
guished and has disappeared from our nation." He then compares this to
the high levels of literacy and knowledge of books in other nations, espe-
cially the Christian ones (that is to say the nations of Europe), but also
among the Muslim and even the pagan nations. The other nations,
Yerevantsi states, have schools and special places of learning in their
cities, towns and marketplaces, "as if it were an obligation for everyone
to know how to read and write according to their capabilities."113 In the
Armenian nation, on the other hand, the opposite is the case. The
Armenians, wherever "they happen to be in the dispersion, have no
schools of learning, nor teachers or instructors nor any students."114 This
was partially because those who were "wealthy and belong to illustrious
families deem it a great shame and a mark of failure for themselves and
their reputation to educate their children in the learning of books, as
though it were a vulgar and useless craft unworthy ofthem."lIs That is why
instead of educating their young they train them in the secular crafts.
Yerevantsi also blames the diasporic merchant elite for neglecting to cre-
ate institutions of learning for their less fortunate compatriots, despite the
possibilities and wealth at their disposal. II6

Given the lamentable situation in the diaspora, the task of edu-
cating the nation's children should have naturally fallen on the monaster-
ies and schools in the homeland. But it was precisely here that the crisis
had struck most severely. In one of the most striking passages in

113. Idem, p. 265.

114. Idem, p. 266.

115. Idem, p. 267.
116. Idem, p. 273.
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Partavcar, Yerevantsi addresses this issue and interestingly links 'it to the
dispersion of the nation from its native lands and its consequent alienation
from the mother Church in Etchmiadzin. Referring to "the blessed and
golden age" in the past, he writes:

Alas in these times, everything has changed for the opposite.
Our nation almost in its entirety was exiled from its native
lands [p pmG bpl.l]1tu] and scattered among all nations and
foreign kingdoms. The land of the Armenians has remained
almost desolate and has ceased from being worked upon by
our nation [2WpwpwgbwL Jwqqtu fibpfit]. Our divine
monasteries and churches have become desolate and now
serve as dwellings for wild beasts. Only the Holy See of
Etchmiadzin with so many run down monasteries has
remained as a mother deprived of her children. She is in
inconsolable grief, for she sees her offspring withdrawn from
her through a journey without return, separated and
estranged from each other physically and in habits [bl
pwpmV], through language and manners, and she is not
capable of bringing them to unity, of domesticating them
[t!GmwGbgmgwGbL]. She sees those who are thirsty for
books and knowledge and she is not able to satiate their
thirst. She sees among them many disorders and much dis-
obedience to the commandments of God and the canons of
the Church and she is not able to bridle them and to redirect
them. What is the good of reaching out to such people when
the pain grows more intense than the medicine is able to
cure. Thus, without discussing this at length, let me tell the
truth to my dear nation. The country of the Armenians, your
native land, has a great dearth of useful and intelligent men.
Because those who have remained behind from our nation
are not the first harvest [p Jwnw2Gwvwflt], but the con-
sumed, hail-stricken [lIwplImwhwpv], worm-eaten
[nMGwlIbpv], emaciated [tlmpmv] leftovers. 117

As we have noted above, Yerevantsi was not the only Armenian
leader to perceive the crisis in education as one of the primary symptoms
of the larger crisis of dispersion and polycentricity. The Mekhitarists had

117. Idem, pp. 271-272.
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also realized the severity of this crisis and had turned their efforts to
"totalizing" the ensemble of the nation's cultural and literary artifacts
(rare manuscripts and so on) into an archive, which they then used to
restore the "purity" of the classical language and to reconstruct the
nation's history. The crisis was also felt on the distant shores of Madras,
where it was diagnosed in modern national terms, that is to say, for the
intellectual-activists of Madras, ignorance was seen as the principal barri-
er preventing the new generation from remembering the illustrious deeds
of their ancestors; hence the reason why they looked upon education as an
instrument for resuscitating the lost virtues and glory of the nation (see
below). In contrast to the latter, Yerevantsi's reading of the crisis, as with
everything else he undertook as Catholicos, was inflected by his fears
over Etchmiadzin's vulnerable place in the polycentric field characteriz-
ing the religious-national imaginary ofArmenians. For Yerevantsi, the dif-
ference between education and ignorance was the difference between faith
and apostasy or spiritual purity and pollution, which in turn meant the dif-
ference between being Armenian and non-Armenian:

It is on account of this ignorance of our nation that so many
people adhering to the Catholic faith [lophpwllwlwuP], so
many Armenian Catholics [UlupwpowJP] and deceivers
freely enter our nation and circulate fearlessly and auda-
ciously from house to house, city to city, and town to
town...and [in this fashion] they corrupt our nation. For they
see [us] as a city without fortifications ...and they say and
teach as they please. And as our whole nation, including the
prelates, priests and population, is ignorant and uninformed
about its own laws [op)1uwg] and confession, there is no one
who can confront and vitiate their false preaching. \18

In short, for Yerevantsi education was a means of fortifying
Etchmiadzin's religious traditions, and by extension maintaining the reli-

118. Idem, pp. 267-268. Addressing the connection between education and religious
uprightness, Yerevantsi writes elsewhere that other nations did not deem it worthy to
"consider [illiterate people1in the ranks of men. Consequently, if there happened to
be arguments or discussions on matters of faith, religious precepts or other things that
pertain to religion, all of them, even their peasant laborers, women and children,
would instantly and freely reply by defending their religion as though they were
accomplished vardapets of the Church aware of their laws, as we have certainly wit-
nessed and know. As for our nation, we have witnessed the opposite of what we have
said." Idem, p. 266.
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gious boundaries around the nation. It is in this light that he therefore
exhorts the Armenians, particularly the diasporic merchant elite, to
instruct their children at an early age before they are trained in the crafts,
provided they heed the following caveat: "Strive to follow the orthodox
persons of our nation and take care not to mix with the Armenian
Catholics [wtupwpUWjpg]."1I9

In the same epistle, Yerevantsi counsels his flock to willingly
bear the sorrows, grief and tribulations of life in the dispersion with
patience. These hardships may seem bitter, he writes, but they are
nonetheless "signs of God's supreme love and not of hatred."120 The fact
is that God "loves the Armenian nation in a special and unique manner
among all the Christians and finds it particularly suitable and worthy of
his kingdom."121 On account of this, he "punishes and admonishes us
[tupwmt, 42mwupt] more and places us at the mercy offoreigners so that
they may torture and beat us mercilessly and discipline us with various
calamities [ht UJ.tu UJ.tu tlInpomphwupP quhq uwpqpghu] for us not to be
educated in a disorderly way following our impudent manners [qp up'
I!um mflwjwqwu pwpmg uhpng p jwuqwpqmpptu pu~ lJ.pppgpup]."122
In other words, for Yerevantsi homelessness and suffering in the disper-
sion are the only paths to following Christ, so long as they are suffered in
the name of the faith. In this, the predicament of the Armenians is a con-
tinuation of the exile and dispersion of the Israelites. The only difference
is that the Israelites, according to Yerevantsi, had broken their covenant
with the Lord, following which God had abandoned them and had instead
taken the "New Israel" into adoption, namely the Christians. 123.And among
the nations of the New Israel, he had marked the Armenians for distinc-
tion, which is why unlike the other nations who lived in comfort,124 God
subjected the Armenians to the temptations and tribulations of exile as he
had once done with the Israelites.

119. Idem, p. 282.
120. Ibidem.
12l.Idem, p. 286.
122. Ibidem.
123. Idem, p. 283.
124. "All these difficulties that you bear, the persecutions, the sorrows, poverty, your exile

from your ancestral lands and your servitude to foreigners-all ofthese in their entire-
ty are signs of the utmost love and compassion that God has towards us than towards
any other nation, whom he keeps in comfort in this life. For he wills that we provi-
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Elaborating on the view that the Armenians had inherited the
mantle of chosenness once bestowed upon the Jews, Yerevantsi refers to
the Babylonian exile of the Israelites. His paradigmatic text is the Book of
Jeremiah, where the prophet bewails the dispersion and separation of the
Israelites from the bosom of their mother Jerusalem. 125 Yerevantsi's con-
cerns are also those of Jeremiah's, namely that diasporic existence might
prove to be too difficult and tempting for the Armenians, that on account
of the vast distances separating them from their own Jerusalem at
Etchmiadzin they might forget their (religious) identity and traditions:

Because of your sins and as punishment to you, God
removed and exiled you from your fatherland, from your
native country [l1 pupq wqqt] and noble inheritance [uhUImh
chunwuqmphut]. And he separated you from the bosom and
embrace of your mother-the holy church of Armenia-and
he sent you into exile by scattering you among foreign
nations and foreign tongues where you shall remain until he
takes pity on you and once again visits upon you. For that
reason, he commands you with compassion through this
epistle that upon entering the various countries and various
nations, and upon your seeing the diverse sects, faiths and
religions of the many nations, you should take caution from
them and should not follow or resemble them. Rather, you
should keep your own faith saying in your mind and heart
that our faith, confession and religion is that which we have
received from the hands of our ancestor Saint Gregory the
IIIuminator. 126

In sum, despite its dark side, dispersion was a mark ofproviden-
tial distinction. It transformed the Armenians (like the Jews before them)
into God's "chosen people." Like the Jews, but superceding and replacing
them, the Armenians would be delivered to the Promised Land if they kept
their covenant with the Lord, which could only occur if the nation in dis-

sionally bear [all this] here so that he shall make us eternally joyful upon delivering
us there, provided that we endure [these sufferings] in patience and contentment."
Idem, p. 286.

125.Idem, pp. 291-293.
126. Idem, pp. 293-294.
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persion was unwavering in faith and commitment to its own Jerusalem,
that is to say, Etchmiadzin.

At this juncture, Yerevantsi addresses the unique features of the
Armenian nation. The immediate comparison he can make is with the
European nations of the same period.

Among so many nations, the Armenian nation is unique, sin-
gular, notable, and famous. Dispersed and scattered to all the
uttermost extremities of the world, it does not have an earth-
ly kingdom or a special realm or assembly [1.)wu jwmm1.J.
qmhflll ht qanllml.wpwu], or an exclusive support or bond
[ht 1.J.wu qjwumt1.J. jhuwpwU ht q1.J.wUl up] that can enable
our entire nation to ground itself on it, and always, keeping
that into consideration, to remain connected and dependent
on it [wn np pnlnp wqqu uhp jhumgm' ht upzm I!uIl WjU
u1.J.wmhlml.' P UW 1.J.Wjgt 1.J.wUlhwl ht quuwut 1.J.wluhwl
UUWjgt]. Other sister nations, having a corporeal head, rely
upon it, and connected to it, always remain dependent on it
and are recognized in name through it [owuww,u ht
wumwupu]. And. wherever they move and however long
they remain there, in the end they always have recourse to
their particular head [p jwmm1.J. qlmluu], their support and
their realm upon which they are dependent. And if they don't
take recourse to it by themselves, the head forcibly draws
them towards itself, as is evident. 127

Immediately after this normative inversion of the Armenian
predicament, he writes:

The Armenian nation does not possess this corporeal head in
order for it to be able to assemble our nation around itselfand
to preserve it in its name, as we have s1~ted. On account of
this, if they [the Armenians] happen to be in a comfortable
and safe place, they remain there. And if they suffer in that
place, they move to another one, as is certain. However, in
the realm of spirituality [I!um hnqhmppu], by the grace of
God there remains for our nation, in the native and noble
lands of the Armenians, a special place and support, and a

127. Idem, p. 319.
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special head and lever [?] [pnuhmr(] on which our entire
nation relies and where it is connected to itself, where every-
one being dependent, can be recognized, renowned and dis-
tinguished from other nations. 128

What is remarkable about these passages is the distinction
Yerevantsi introduces between "special head," on the one hand, and
"earthly kingdom," "particular realm" and "special assembly," on the
other. The "special head" in Yerevantsi's description really means the
sacral center of Etchmiadzin that can act as both a compass of orientation
and anchor and root for the fragments ofthe nation; it is the supreme "cen-
tering center," both temporally (in terms of the Calendar), spatially (in
terms of its sacred lieu in the heart of the homeland) and religiously/cul-
turally (in terms of being the origin and dispenser of religious/cultural
orthodoxy that helps define the Armenians as a bounded nation and, in
doing so, segregates them from the "other," especially the Catholics and
Muslims). This is the seal that makes the Armenians so exceptional;
though they are a nation without a territorialized secular center, and
though they are scattered and spatially fragmented, they nonetheless have
a holy site in their homeland that "represents" them religiously and keeps
them distinct from their neighbors. Yerevantsi was conscious of the fact
that these traits set the Armenians apart from the modem norm of nation-
hood that was beginning to coalesce in eighteenth century Europe. That is
why he characterized the latter by the triangulated hallmarks of "earthy
kingdom," "particular realm" and "special assembly" or, to put it in other
words, by a centralizing state, a clearly demarcated territory, and govern-
mental or administrative institutions such as assemblies or parliaments (as
was the case with France and especially Britain). Yerevantsi was also
aware that the European norm had certain advantages absent in the
Armenian case; after all, the "corporeal head forcibly draws them [those
members of the nation that had strayed from the center, both geographi-
cally and in terms of "moral deviance"] towards itself."129 Despite these
advantages, however, he still regarded the Armenian exception as a mark

128. Idem, pp.319-320.
129. Although I cannot produce textual proof for this, I think it is safe to assume that

Yerevantsi acquired first hand experience of the advantages of the European model
while serving as legate in Constantinople, where the representatives of the European
states had legal and political rights over their subjects on Ottoman territory.
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of distinction bestowed by God. The dispersion, albeit violent and painful,
had to be endured by the nation because it was the price for being "cho-
sen"; it tested the nation's character (through hardship, punishment, and
temptation) and prepared the way for the "Promised Land." Here is the
crux of the matter for Yerevantsi: the Promised Land both in the sense of
the "living land" (lIhGl}wGhwg wzluwflh) of Ararat (i.e., the Armenian
homeland) and the kingdom of God, could only be vouchsafed through
the Messiah. Providence is the historical actor in this scenario, not the
"nation."130 Herein lies the difference between Yerevantsi's essentially
millenarian or messianic discourse and, as we shall see below, that of his
Enlightenment counterparts in Madras. We shall come back to this later,
but suffice to say here that, despite Yerevantsi's strategy of"centering like
a nation-state," there is no modem diasporic discourse of "return to the
homeland" in his work, nor any hint of privileging the liberation of the
nation on its territory. On the contrary, as his bellicose confrontation with
the Madras activists demonstrates, Yerevantsi was opposed to schemes of
"national liberation" inspired by Enlightenment ideals not only because
they were impractical and perilous in his view, but also because they went
against the prerogatives of the Holy See as the representative institution
of the nation. This, in part, explains his staunch opposition to the libera-
tion efforts of Joseph Emin, a Madras-raised Armenian who had traveled
to England to learn the "art ofwarfare" and the fruits ofEuropean wisdom
(i.e., the Enlightenment) and had then "returned" to the homeland to dis-
pense his new ideas to his countrymen. 131 Thus in the absence of messian-
ic intervention, the task of "unifying" and "bridling" the unruly nation in
dispersion would fall on Etchmiadzin and its Catholicos as the "spiritual
head" of the nation.

130. Tololyan's claim that references to Providence in late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century Armenian national discourse in India amounted to seeing God as a secular
agent of history is true for the Madras intellectuals, but certainly does not apply to
Yerevantsi. For him God was anything but a secular agent. See TOLOLYAN, K.,
Textual Nation: Poetry and Nationalism in Armenian Political Culture, in
Intellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, SUNY, R.G. - KENNEDY, M.D.
(eds.), Ann Arbor, 1999, p. 90.

131. EMIN, J., Life and Adventures ofEmin Joseph Emin 1726-1809, Written by Himself,
APCAR, A. (ed.), Baptist Mission Press, Calcultta, 1918', pp. 321-322. The first edi-
tion was published in London in 1792 as The Life and Adventures ofJoseph Emin, An
Armenian, Written in English by Himself All references here are to the second edi-
tion.
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To top things off, Yerevantsi then outlines what can only be
referred to as the "divine right"l32 of the Catholicosate as the sole spiritu-
al head or representative of the nation. He ties his argument to the
medieval notion of kings as elected representatives of God on earth. In'his
view, God initially appointed kings to maintain order and rank in society
and to act as his divine representatives. However, since there was no order
and God was not properly worshipped, God sent his only begotten one to
act as his representative. Christ thus became king and lord, the bearer of
both supernatural and natural authority. He then delegated his powers to
the twelve disciples and ordered them to convert all the nations. "And
among these twelve substitutes [for Christ], two were allotted to the coun-
try and nation of the Armenians, that is Thaddeus and Bartholomew."I))
When they were unable to fully convert the nation, they asked God to
bestow the future right of conversion and of divine representation onto
Saint Gregory. "Therefore, in accordance to the pleas of our holy evangel-
ists, Christ conferred [the right of divine representation] to Saint Gregory
the Illuminator."134 The Illuminator then founded the Catholicosate of
Etchmiadzin and emancipated the Armenians from the dominion of the
"invisible pharaoh," that is from idolatry a~d Zoroastrianism. After his
passing away, his authority was transmitted to the Catholicoi who suc-
ceeded him. Thus the institution and person of the Catholicos, as well as
the site of the institution, acquired the divine right to represent the nation.
The Catholicos became the sole intercessor of Christ with the Armenians,
the link in a long chain of surrogates for Gregory and through him to the
two evangelists and to Christ.

Gregory the Illuminator is ours; only he and no one else is
the leader of your religious order [uppwJwUJ.bm?], whom
you are fully obligated to follow, especially in matters of
faith and tradition. Because he is the successor to Christ [uw
t bPtumIUlu ~ppumnup] and is his closest kin from our
nation, and it is through him that our entire nation communi-

132.The use of the term in this context is Tololyan's. See his brief but cogent comments
on Yerevantsi in Textual Nation, p, 90. Yerevantsi, it should be noted, does not explic-
itly use this terminology, though his discussion makes it abundantly clear that this is
what he means.

133.Partavcar, p. 306. For a more thorough discussion of Thaddeus and Bartholomew's
role in converting the Armenians, see chapter 2 of Jampre, pp. 9-17.

134. Idem, p. 306,
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cates with and recognizes Christ and partakes of his grace.
And only his replacement [i.e., the Catholicos] is the com-
mander and spiritual ruler at the head of the entire nation,
and everyone is obligated to obey him in accordance to the
arrangement of Christ, our God. Because only the successor
[of Gregory] directly and completely [tpWUltU] receives
spiritual grace and all orders from Christ [qwohGwJG qwpq]
and renders and distributes them by himself to those closest
to him, to his successors [hpqpnJUlwgG], and through their
hands to all the flock until the last one. 13>

To sum up, thus far I have been arguing that throughout his three
principal texts (i.e., Tonac'oyc', Jampre and Partavcar), Yerevantsi pur-
sues what I call the strategy of"centering like a nation-state." The purpose
of this strategy, I have shown, is to offer a cure to the general crisis of dis-
persion afflicting the Armenians during the eighteenth century and partic-
ularly to two of its primary symptoms: the crisis of education and poly-
centricity. I have also attempted to demonstrate that this cure took the
shape of a new discourse on the nation that represents the latter as an
imagined community dispersed in space but bounded by religion and cen
tered on the institution of the Catholicosate in Etchmiadzin. To tease out
this discourse from Yerevantsi's texts, I have been reading the latter, up to
this point, against the backdrop ofYerevantsi's critique of the polycentric
tendencies stemming from the rivalry of the Patriarchates of Jerusalem
and Constantinople and the competing Catholicosates (Sis, Aghtamar and
Gantsasar), on the one hand, and from the Armenian Catholics (including
the Mekhitarists), on the other. I would like to now interpolate another ele-
ment into my reading ofYerevantsi, namely the work of the Madras intel-
lectual-activists. Such a move is indispensable for a thicker interpretation
ofYerevantsi's discourse, especially in Partavcar, since the latter was also
written as an implicit or symptomatic response to and criticism of the
Madras activists and their work.

135. Idem, p. 314. See also Jampre, chapter 8, pp. 51 tf. It is interesting to note that as
Yerevantsi was battling the "heresies" of Rome, he was simultaneously borrowing
one of its ideological stratagems, namely the religious and earthly power of the Pope
as the sole intercessor between Christ and his believers.
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Dissent and Punishment: Burning Books in Madras

Seven years before the printing ofYerevantsi's book, another
work was published in the Annenian community of Madras.

Like Partavcar, it also addressed the problematic of dispersion, polycen-
trism and their discontents. But its interpretation of this problematic and
the solutions it prescribed were antithetical to those embraced by
Yerevantsi. The book was Nor tetrak or kocz yordorak136 [New Book
Called Exhortation] authored by Hagop Shahamirian, the son of the most
prominent Annenian merchant in Madras (Shahamir Shahamirian) and an
influential member of the Annenian diasporic merchant elite.

136.Nor tetrak or kot'i yordorak, Madras, 1772/1773. For the controversy surrounding
the authorship of this book, see footnote 156 below. For the secondary literature on
Yordorak and other Madras publications, see, among others, Tadevos Avdalbekian's
path-breaking essays published mostly in the 1920s and collected in his Hayagitakan
hetazotowt'iwnner [Armenological Studies], Yerevan, 1969; LEO, Hayoc'
Patmowt'iwn, vol. 3, book 2, Yerevan, 1973; HOVANNISIAN, A., Joseph Emin,
Yerevan, 1989'; TELUNTS, M., Hay azgayin-azatagrakan sarfowma XVIII dari
erkrord kesin ew irawakalak'akan mitka [The Armenian National Liberation
Movement during the Second Half of the XV/IIth Century and Legal-Political
Thought], Yerevan, 1995. The latter discusses the relationship between Joseph Emin's
work and the activities of the Madras activists, a topic that deserves further treatment
but lies outside the scope of the present essay. All subsequent references to Yordorak
are to its Eastern Armenian translation by B. Khatchatrian (yerevan, 1991).
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Yordorak began with a different diagnosis ofthe crisis plaguing
Armenians in the eighteenth century. It traced the source of this crisis to
the collapse of Armenian statehood in the eleventh and fourteenth cen-
turies. The latter had deprived the Armenians of their defining center and
had turned them into "vagabonds and drifters in foreign lands, dispersed
from their homeland like brushwood and reed in the wind, and scattered
on the face of the world."I3? Stateless and dispersed, the Armenians, it
argued, had lost their lands to alien nations who ruled over them and to
whom they paid onerous taxes; their morals and virtues, under the weight
of diasporic existence, were also corrupted and decayed. What was worse,
they had fallen into a deep "slumber" marked by the loss of historical
memory of their own past glory. Yordorak was thus "composed for the
awakening of the Armenian youth from the weak and idle drowsiness of
the sleep of slothfulness."138 The book's narrative sections opens with the
following diagnosis of the dual crises of education and historical memo-
ry:

As we have directed so many exhortations to our nation, we
feel obliged to inform our compatriots about our illustrious
royal power, which we have lost in its entirety and which
remains almost unknown to many. The reason for this is the
following ...with the disappearance of our power, all of our
virtues also disappeared from us. Our schools-universities
and educational-secondary schools were also plundered, and
with the exception of the monasteries, which are not [open]
to the common people, there was no place where perhaps
education and knowledge could have been propagated, so
that in such manner our nation could have once again flour-
ished. Hence the reason as to why neither the works of the
philosophers nor the history books of our ancestors or the
ancients were preserved, by reading of which perhaps [our
compatriots] could have become informed about the lives of
those mighty fighters [qopwmp lImpp6Ghpp] and men, and
by means of which they could have become informed
[hwum IlwnGwlm{] in their deeds and thus endeavored to
emulate their ancestors. Therefore...we desire nothing else

137. Yordorak, p. 133.

138. This is Yordorak's subtitle.
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but to reclaim our rightful and noble inheritance, which we
have lost because of our disorderliness, laziness [and] igno-
rance ... through prudence and courage. 139

Yordorak then provided a history of the nation as a means of
remedying historical memory and exhorting a unified armed struggle
against Persian and Ottoman domination. The latter was to be carried out
by training the Armenian youth in the "arts of warfare" and coordinating
an uprising with the assistance of the remnants of Armenian nobility (or
meliks) of Gharabagh. The model for this uprising, as Tololyan and oth-
ers have noted, was the Davit Beg rebellion of 1722, whose memory was
fresh for the generation that grew up under British influence in India, but
had frequent contact with the homeland. 140 Like the Davit Beg rebellion
fifty years earlier, the armed struggle advocated (but not explicitly out-
lined) by the author of this pamphlet was to take place under the auspices
of the Bakration dynasty of Georgia and possibly through Russian sup-
port.

What is more significant, Yordorak offered a novel explanation
and cure for the nation's dispersion. We noted earlier that for Yerevantsi
the final cause for the disappearance of the Armenian kingdoms, and the
origin of dispersion and degradation, was God's wrath against the sins of
the Armenians and simultaneously his election of them as His new "cho-
sen people." Similar Biblical accounts (but not necessarily with the same
emphasis on the doctrine of "chosenness") are found in the works of
Armenian historians, Catholicoi (such as Shnorhali) and scribes before the
late eighteenth century.141 In contrast, Yordorak's account is truly modern;

139. Idem, pp. 54-55.
140. TOLOLYAN, Textual Nation, op.cit., p. 91.

141. To fully appreciate the originality of Yordorak's discourse in this respect, consider for
a moment the remarkable narrative found in Simeon Lehatsi's Travel Journal, com-
posed in the first decades of the seventeenth century. Leaving his native Poland on a
pilgrimage to the holy sites, Lehatsi arrived in Venice and then Rome in 1612 only to
be dazzled by the extraordinary wealth and comfort he found there. Rome's "numer-
ous riches, state treasuries, palaces and multiple-story houses made of limestone" left
a deep impression on the Armenian pilgrim. But what astonished him most was the
fact that "their kingdom and pontificate have stood firm from the beginning until the
present." This, Lehatsi attributed to Roman piety and purity of faith. The Romans, he
wrote, had avoided the seven cardinal sins "on account of which God has filled them
with spiritual and worldly virtues and has bestowed a plenitude of riches upon them-
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its vocabulary is not drawn from the books of Exodus, Jeremiah, or the
Gospels, as it is in Yerevantsi's discourse (although this too exists as a
layer in the text) but principally from the works of the Enlightenment in
Europe. Following Montesquieu, Voltaire and others (though without
mentioning any of them), Yordorak proposed "causal explanations" for
worldly events. The collapse of Armenian statehood, it argued, stemmed
from the peculiar nature of the naxarar system that characterized
Armenian society in the classical period. This social structure fostered
despotism or autocratic rule and created centrifugal tendencies (a form of
polycentrism in situ, on the pre-diasporic ground of the homeland) that
jeopardized and enfeebled the nation, thus leaving it vulnerable to foreign
conquest. Lack of education, internal enmity and disunity, the gradual
decay of virtues, and slothfulness were other factors contributing to the
collapse. '42 "From all that has been said," Shahamirian wrote at the con-
clusion of his discussion, "it appears that we alone are to blame for our

with gold and silver, houses and places, property and goods, with sons and daughters,
so that, as they say, they can live to see the children of their children." (91) More
importantly, they had preserved "good juridical distinctions" between religious and
secular realms, subordinating secular affairs to the power of the Church hierarchy.
Lehatsi then lamented over his countrymen's degraded status:
"Alas... these good distinctions [pwpp uwhUwGu] have been entirely removed and
have disappeared from our nation. They have become confused and disordered
[luwnGwtPGpnphw[], leaving no distinctions between the great and the small, the
priests and the laymen. For the laymen judge the clergy and the monks, and also the
priests, the vartapets and the bishops. They not only pass sentence on them, but they
also beat them with bastinados, fine them, exile them, revile them, pour scorn over
them and refuse to accept their authority [qni Ulmhwl pztuwGmpplGu wnGmG p
GngwGt] ... They have no fear of God and suffer no shame from men; rather they are
lewd and audacious [jwGllqGpG], and this not just at the present moment, but also
from the beginning and from the times of our kings. For what kinds of evil deeds did
they bring to bear, while they were Christians, on our holy and God-pleasing
Catholicoi Nerses, Sahak, and other saints, as well as on the grandchildren ofour holy
Illuminator? On account ofall this, they received the appropriate punishment from the
just Lord, because of which the principalities and kingdoms of the much-celebrated
clans of the Arshakuni, Pakraduni and also the Pahlavuni were taken away. And we
became the ridicule and scorn of our neighbors, and were delivered into the hands of
iniquitous enemies ...Dispersed and scattered, we fell from the esteem of all nations
because of our sins." Simeon dpri Lehac'woy ow/egrowt'iwn, taregrowt'iwn ew
yisatakarank' [The Travel Journal, Annals and Colophons of the Scribe Simeon
Lehatsi], AGINIAN, N. (ed.), Vienna, 1936, pp. 109-110 and 82.

142. See Idem, chapter 7, pp. 129-151 for these arguments.
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own misfortunes and not God.'~143 These explanations were later elaborat-
ed in a theoretical and historical introduction to a constitutional treatise
entitled Orogayt' p'arac'144 [Snare of Glory] where "absolute monarchy"
and what Montesquieu had earlier dubbed as the "spirit of despotic
regimes" were seen as primary causes for the nation's lamentable state.

But the most remarkable feature of Yordorak and especially of
Orogayt' was their radical re-imagining of the nation's "center" or what
Yerevantsi called the "special head." Breaking away from traditional
modes of thinking, these works advocated that such a center could only be
located on the native territory of the homeland, the myth-symbol complex
represented by the land of Ararat. More importantly, they asserted that
only a popularly elected senate or parliament (town Hayoc'14;}--and by
implication not the sacral institution of Etchmiadzin and its ruling
Catholicos-could serve the role of "centering center" for the nation. The
parliament, consisting of representatives elected on the basis oftheir merit

143.Idem,p. ISO.

144. Girl( anowaneal Orogayt' parae' [Book Entitled the Snare of Glory], Madras,
1787/88, reissued in Tiflis, 1913. The authorship and date of publication of this work,
like that of Yordorak, have been a source of controversy. Orogayt"s title page attrib-
utes the work to Hagop Shahamirian and gives the date ofpublication as 1773. Before
the publication ofTadevos Avdalbekian's brilliant studies in the 1920s, most scholars
accepted this information at face value. Avdalbekian, however, noted that several pas-
sages in the text (including references to George Washington and the American War
of Independence, as well as allusions to the death of the Persian ruler Kerim Khan,
both of which occurred in the second half of the 1770s) would be anachronistic if the
information on Orogayt"s title page were to be taken for granted. Moreover, through
a rigorous examination of Shahamir Shaharnirian's correspondences with
Etchmiadzin and King Heraclius of Georgia, Avdalbekian concluded that I) the work
in question must have been published between 1787 and 1788, and 2) it was authored
not by Hagop Shahamirian (who had passed away in 1774) but by his father,
Shahamir. A. Hovanissian's subsequent work on Joseph Emin reinforced
Avdalbekian's claim concerning the book's publication date, but conclusively demon-
strated that Orogayt"s first, theoretical section was written as early as 1773, and 2)
was most likely authored, in part, by Hagop. See footnote 154 below. All references
below are to the Tiflis edition of Orogayt'.

145. On the significance and radically new usage of this term, see AVDALBEKIAN, Hay
azatagrakan sartman erkow hosanl( XVIII dari verjerowm, [Two Currents ofthe
Armenian Liberation Movement Towards the End of the XVIIlth Century],
Hayagitakan hetaziJtowt'iwnner, pp. 220-222.
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and held accountable to an "unshakable and incorruptible constitution,"146
would then represent the nation's collective or general will. A prime min-
ister (naxarar) would also be elected every three years and would be held
in check by the constitution. In this fashion, the entire nation would be
sovereign over itself. Shahamirian explained this in Orogayt' after high-
lighting the dangers of absolute monarchy or despotism (whose arbitrary
sovereignty, he argued, was against natural law) against which he defined
his new republican concept of popular sovereignty: "Therefore, it would
be very beneficial for us and our country, if the Armenian nation in its
entirety, and freely with its natural nature [pGwqwG pGmphwup], ruled
over itself. As there won't exist any distinctions between the great and
small, hatred, jealousy and avarice will be removed and everyone will
equally assume the glory of monarchy [lmp pwqwmpmphwG] at the
time of their birth, and they shall all stand as kings over their own coun-
try for all rhe days of their lives."147 The upshot of this republican vision
was that Etcllmiadzin would be stripped of its "divine right" to represent
the nation; indeed, the proposed constitution even restricted the power of
"ecclesiastic" officials to interfere in the nation's secular affairs. 148

146. Yordorak is very parsimonious in its discussion of the future shape of sovereignty. In
one of its few references to this matter, it states: "It would be best if authority depend-
ed on select and great councilors and various kinds of houses of parliament by means
of an unshakable and incorruptible constitution." (132) It then goes on to explain how
such a system would be beneficial both for the king and the population, suggesting
that the regime of preference in Yordorak is a constitutional monarchy envisaged on
the British model. In contrast, the detailed discussion of sovereignty in Orogayt"s
first section (which is then coOified in the constitutional statutes contained in the
text's lengthy second part) indicates a preference for a mercantilist republic, albeit
modified to accommodate the possibility of lifetime tenure as prime minister for one
of the members of the Bakration dynasty in Georgia.

147.0rogayt' p'ai'ac', p. 19.
148. Article 156 of the Constitution states: "Let it not happen that any members ofthe cler-

gy dare to interfere in the deliberations or the work of sovereignty or in the affairs of
secular members [of the nation], save for those ecclesiastics who are representatives
in parliament." Idem, p. 263. The same stipulation is present in the legal statutes of
the Armenian community in Madras contained in Shahamir Shahamirian's Girl( or

koc'i nsawak [Book Called Guideline], Madras, 1783. Though Orogayt', like
Nsawak, advocated the separation of church and state, it nonetheless reserved certain
privileges for Etchmiadzin such as the constitutional caveat restricting the post of
Prime Minister to a member of the Armenian Church and making membership into
the national Church a prerequisite for the right of land ownership.
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In short, what Shahamirian and the other Madras activists were
striving for, albeit by ever so dexterously dressing their new ideas in the
old language of the gospels, was to tum Yerevantsi' on his head. Rather
than accept dispersion as a normative hallmark of Armenian nationhood
(or as a mark of providential distinction), they called for its reversal. And
instead of centering the dispersed nation around and through the religious
institution of the Catholicosate, they appealed for the establishment, in the
homeland, of an "earthly kingdom," a "particular realm" and a "special
assembly" (the triangulated hallmarks of European nationhood that
Yerevantsi noted only to define his "singular" nation against them) that
would "be able to assemble [the] nation around [themselves] and to pre-
serve it in [their] name." In other words, they wanted to transform the
Armenians "from a series of religious communities" in dispersion to a
"collectivity that could become a nation"149 in the Enlightenment sense of
the term. They aspired to do this by appropriating, and interpolating into
their discourse, two novel elements introduced by the Enlightenment into
pre-modem ways of imagining nationhood and identity: territoriality and
popular sovereignty.

Given these views, it should come as no surprise that the Madras
treatises would not be well received by the new Catholicos. Initially
though, it seems that Shahamir Shahamirian and Mikayel Khojajanian,
the two leading merchants who had invested their money and hopes into
printing Yordorak, were unaware of the backlash their work was to pro-
voke. On the contrary, they had anticipated winning over Yerevantsi's
support. To this end, a year after the book's publication, Khojajanian
wrote to his friend the Catholicos, informing him that two copies of the
new treatise were on their way to Etchmiadzin. He also asked the
Catholicos to send one copy to Melik Hovsep in Gharabagh, with whom
(as with others in Gharabagh) he and Shahamirian were already in con-
taCt. liO Yerevantsi wrote back saying that he would dispatch a letter of

149. TOLOLYAN, Textual Nation, op.cit., p. 80.
ISO. DHP, vol. 8, pp. 413. For a selection of letters exchanged between Shahamirian and

his correspondents in Etchmiadzin and Tiflis, see Pavel Chobanian's important publi-
cation, Hndkahay Ga/t'ocaxi Patmowt'iwn (Norayayt Vaweragrer) [The History of
the Indo-Armenian diaspora settlement (Newly discovered Documents)], in Patma
Banasirakan Handes, Yerevan, 1988 (I), pp.183-192, and TER AVETISIAN, S.,
Nyowt'er Hndkastani Haykakan Galowt'i Patmowtyan Hamar, [Materials for the
History of the Armenian diaspora of India], in Erewani Petakan Hamalsaran,
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gratitude to Shahamirian as soon as the books had arrived. At this point,
the scribe, who kept a detailed summary of the correspondences, takes
note of the Catholicos's growing apprehension concerning the new publi-
cation. The Catholicos, it seems, was taken aback by the fact that the
Madras community had founded a press (incidentally in the same year as
Yerevantsi's own press) and had dared to print books without
Etchmiadzin's prior consent. In a letter dated May 1775, he therefore
"ordered Shahamirian to inform him [i.e., the Catholicos] about the books
he intended to print before their publication, lest they may be unskillful
and unworthy in their composition and intention, and therefore give occa-
sion for our enemies to smile."lsl The Catholicos was also aghast at the
possibility of "new and deviant things [lUpmnlIllt plUG pG~]" that might
create additional "barriers for our nation, church, faith and religion."ls2

These suspicions were borne out when the two mentioned
copies of Yordorak finally arrived in Etchmiadzin in 1776. Evidently, a
letter by Khojajanian and Shahamirian accompanied the books counseling
Yerevantsi to mediate a pact between King Heraclius of Georgia and the
"princes of Alowanko, (Le., the meliks of Gharabagh). The two Madras
merchants also advised the Catholicos to begin a correspondence with
Catherine the Great of Russia (under whose protection they wanted to
establish their new republic), going so far as to provide his Holiness with
templates of letters. IS] In addition, they recommended that the Holy See
collect special taxes from the population to fund military training and to
organize an armed struggle. ls4 There is also conclusive evidence, based on
extensive summaries provided by Yerevantsi's scribe, that Shahamirian
had sent a manuscript copy of Orogayt"s first theoretical and historical
section in response to the Catholicos's order to inspect copies of future
works slated for publication. ISS

Gitakan Asxatowt'yownner [Yerevan State University, Scientific works], vol. 13, pp.
5-99.

151.Idem, p. 414.
152. Ibidem.
153.Idem, p. 575. The practice of providing templates for letters or petitions was an inte-

gral part ofthe Madras Group's activities. See the sample templates in Orogayt"s con-
stitutional section.

154. Ibidem.

155. Yerevantsi's Yisatakaran gives a detailed description of the constitutional arrange-
ments proposed by the Shahamirian circle, including the replacement of the Prime
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Yerevantsi's reaction to the texts and letters could not have been
more irate. As the head of the Church and a seasoned negotiator with the
various powers that ruled over his flock, he was concerned with the inher-
ent political dangers the work posed to Armenians living under Persian
and Ottoman rule. Rebellion, in his view, would not usher in liberation but
destruction both for the masses and for the Church. But what is more
interesting from our perspective is his rejection of the book based on its
"diabolic" [11Ptw2m(i~] and "impure" [UlllbnJP]156 or sacrilegious ideas
and their ramifications on the authority of the institution he led. After all,
the role assigned to the Church in the book's constitutional section was at
best minimal, and Yerevantsi was naturally unwilling to endorse a work
with an Enlightenment conception of secular authority that would signal
an end to Etchmiadzin's divine right of representing the nation.

The Catholicos vented his wrath directly on Movses
Baghramian, who is listed on the title page of Yordorak as the work's

Minister every year, the creation of a standing army, the election of twenty-two mem-
bers of Parliament and so on. (Ibidem). Since these details are not mentioned in
Yordorak, it is most likely that the information was culled from a manuscript copy of
Orogayt"s first section. If this were to be the case, as I think it is, then it would mean
that Orogayt"s main outline and first theoretical part was already composed in 1773,
thus corresponding to the date of composition given on the book's title page and
colophon. For additional arguments to this end, see A. Hovannisian's masterful
appendix in his Joseph Emin, a work that, in addition to Avdalbekian's studies,
remains the standard bearer in the historiography of the Madras Group. Hovannisian
bolsters this thesis with a scrupulous examination of five manuscript copies of
Orogayt' found in the Matenataran. As he points out, one of these manuscripts con-
tains only the first "historico-theoretical" section of the work, minus the anachronis-
tic paragraphs mentioned in footnote 143 above, indicating that 1) the core of the first
section was composed in 1773 before the following section containing the statutes
and articles of the future constitution was written, and 2) that it was sent to
Etchmiadzin in response to Yerevantsi's new policy of press censorship. Interestingly,
the scribe who provides the resume of the Madras Group's constitutional theories
mentions that the Prime Minister would be elected every year, which corresponds to
the manuscript copy but differs from the provision of three years mentioned in the
final printed version of Orogayt'. (See Orogayt', p. 155) For the Yisatakaran's sum-
mary of Yordorak's main arguments, see Idem, p. 574. I thank Professor Marc
Nichanian for providing me with the Eastern Armenian translation of Hovannisian's
work.

156. DHP, vol. 3, p. 580.
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"assistant," but whom Yerevantsi took to be the real author of the tract. 157

In a special edict, he excommunicated the Gharabagh native and forbade
his compatriots from consorting with him. "Let his offspring be cursed,"
Yerevantsi wrote, "for he has disgraced us and our nation before other
nations, and has entirely dismantled the Armenian race [luUlJUlUlnUlq
UlpUlp qUhq hl qUlqqU uhp P ut2 UlqqUlg, hl pUlqhUlg pUll.J.Uln qUlmUu
<'UlJng]."158 Interestingly though, he was unable (and unwilling) to pub-
licly condemn Shahamirian (both father and sonl59) or Khojajanian for

157. Yerevantsi 's scribe provides the following biographical sketch of Baghramian: "For
at this time, there was a deceitful person [in Madras] by the name of Movses, who
they say had spent some time with the now-deceased Prelate of New Julfa, Vardapet
Kevork, from whom he had received a modest education and some training in the
crafts. This native of Gharabagh, though brainless, bereft of intellect, and without cir-
cumspection and imprudent, was treated with great respect in Madras as an illustrious
scholar. Hagop, the son of Shahamir Agha, studied at his feet. And Shahamir Agha,
having established a press, had placed his son at the helm and appointed this demoni-
ac as the organizer and corrector/editor of the books published at the press." Referring
to Yordorak and the proposals sent to Yerevantsi, the secretary writes: "As we stated
earlier, that book was written by the raving [)ubLwgGnp] Movses, but perhaps because
he was fearful of being punished by his Holiness, he did not attribute the authorship
of the book to himself but rather to Hagop, the son of Shahamir Agha. And we real-
ized that these proposals and the authorship of the book came from that demoniac, and
that he was the one who exhorted them [Shahamirian's group including the two
Shahamirians and Khojajanian] to this end by praising the gallantry of the Meliks of
Khamsa [i.e., of Gharabagh] , on account that he himselfis from Khamsa." (DHP, vol.
3, p. 576) The vexed question of Yordorak's authorship revolves around this quota-
tion. Before the publication of this volume ofYerevantsi's Yisatakaran (1908), schol-
ars, following the information provided on Yordorak's title page and colophon, had
unanimously attributed the work to Hagop Shahamirian. Subsequently, it became the
ruling consensus to ascribe the work to Baghramian, mostly based on the statements
made by the Yisatakaran's scribe and Yerevantsi's decision to excommunicate
Baghramian for having authored the "diabolic" work. Some scholars, such as Leo and
Avdalbekian, have also attributed the work to Baghramian on grounds that I)

Yordorak's discourse was deeply shaped by the ideas and activities of Joseph Emin,
and that 2) Baghramian, who was Emin's collaborator, was the person most likely
capable of transforming these ideas into a book. One of the few scholars to challenge
this "orthodoxy" and to re-attribute the work to Hagop Shahamirian is A.
Mnatsakanian. See his persuasive analysis in Ov e «Nor tetrak or kDC~ yordorak... '1i

grk~ helinaka [Who is the Author of the book 'New Book Called Exhortation ... '?], in
Patma-banasirakan Handes, 2, 1962.

158.DHP, vol. 3, p. 580.
159. In any case, Hagop Shahamirian had passed away in 1774 at the age of29 while on a
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their involvemenHn the project. They were, after all, wealthy merchants
or isxank' (princes) whose monetary support was indispensable to the
Holy See. He did, however, personally rebuke Khojajanianfor coming
under Baghramian's deceptive sway, and addressed the following severe
reprimand to Shahamirian, which is intriguing for what it reveals about
Etchmiadsin's outlook on the role of printing in Armenian society and on
the relations of power and authority between the Church hierarchy in
Etchmiadzin and the merchant elite in the diaspora:

The founder of a printing press must be either the head of a
nation and the caretaker of the general public, who prints the
works of the blessed ancestors for the illumination of the
nation, as did Catholicos Hagop Jughayetsi; or he must be a
wise or learned man, notable and famous for his knowledge,
who publishes useful writings compiled by himself for the
benefit of the populace. Or, there are even those who, though
they may not be learned men or leaders of a people, having
established printing presses, publish and sell works accept-
able to the public with the permission ofthe superiors, for the
purpose of earning a livelihood. Now, you are neither a ruler
nor caretaker of a people, nor an acclaimed man of learning,
nor are you a mere commoner in need of a livelihood. Rather,
you are a prince [Pzluwu] from a noble family, most wealthy
and prosperous, and a leading lay merchant occupied with
worldly concerns [qlluwrnp 4.w{}wnwqwu up wzluwphw-
qwu' UJ.wpwUJ.hwl p hnqu uwpuuwqwu]. So why was it
necessary for you, or how was it befitting your honor, to have
printing characters brought with so much labor from France
to set up a press and to appoint the son of a prince [Le.,
Hagop] as a printer, which is a profession for commoners and
the meanest pauper? And to print such books which are
destructive for the nation, compiled by a nonentity [Le.,
Baghramian] who is an insignificant pedantp60

In the same letter, the Catholicos ordered Shahamirian to close
down his press, bum existing copies of the offensive book, and even

commercial visit to Malacca, East Indies, where he was buried on his own estate. See
SETH, op.cit., pp. 251 and 592.

160. DHP, p. 577.
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threatened the wealthy merchant with public excommunication.
Shahamirian's only path to redemption was to comply with the following
five conditions:

First, you must bum that book in its entirety, and those that
are dispersed here and there you shall also strive and succeed
in burning them. Second, you must completely shut down
that printing press. And while they print books in
Constantinople, and at one point in Amsterdam and also at
times in Smyrna, they do not do so without [our] permission,
whereas you only recently founded your press and printed
that harmful [qnpumwpbp] book without asking for our con-
sent. Let it not happen that, on account of the extreme dis-
tance of that place, either you or your proselytes print such a
thing again without first consulting with us! Therefore, the
best thing for you is to abolish your press, since you do not
even have skilled workers who, with prudent intentions, can
choose what is useful from that which can bring harm. As for
that pedant who passes himself for a skilled person, he does
not know what he does! Thus, your publication, bereft of
skill and prudence, cannot bring any good to the nation but
only shame and harm....Third, do not write any more letters
to the Meliks [of Gharabagh] with such pernicious words,
since from the traffic of your letters rumors might arise, or
one of your letters might fall into the hands of the Muslims
[p abnu mw6qwg wUqwUp], which will be harmful to our
nation. Fourth, I order you not to send any more useless pro-
posals [to us] ... Fifth, that the deceitful [luwpbpwj] Movses
should be either driven away from you or, considered as a
pariah [p mbIl1J. nmUw hwuwpblmll, should not be brought
into contact with you, since it is a great shame for you to fol-
low the hair-brained ideas of such a fool and to place them in
the nation's mouth [bl wUqwUpl p pbpwU wqqp]. Finally, I
am issuing an excommunication for that non-entity [Wp]
Movses and ordering everyone there not to communicate
with him either in words or through deeds lest they join his
curse and condemnation [bl qgnJlIlbugp wUpb"pg bl l}w-
mWUJ.wpmmpbwUg UnppU]. And if you comply with these
five commandments, which are entirely beneficial, you will
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be praised and shall be blessed by God and by us. But if you
ignore them and fail to carry them out, I will be forced,
through a general encyclical sent to all countries, to write
about your illegal acts. 161

The threats seem to have worked. Immediately atterward, the
activities of the Madras group came to a halt. The Shahamirian press did
not publish another work during Yerevantsi's lifetime. 162 Baghramian, who
was excommunicated, was forced into exile, spending the next seven
years roving between Persia, Yemen and Egypt, where he conducted com-
merce as an "incognito" agent for Shahamirian. 163 More significantly, due

16l.Idem, pp. 578-579.
162. To be sure, two other works were published at this time: Patmowt'iwn mnac'ordac'

Hayoc' ew Vrac' [Remnants of the History of the Armenians and Georgians], and
Patmowt'iwn varowc' ew gorcoc' NateI' Sah t'agaworin [History ofthe Life and
Work of Nader Shah, the King]. The first was published in 1775, just before
Yerevantsi imposed his press censorship, while the second appeared in 1780, the year
of the Catholicos's death.

163. Baghramian's excommunication was lifted in 1780 by Yerevantsi's successor,
Catholicos Garnetsi, in response to Shahamir Shahamirian's continued pleas. In a let-
ter to Shahamirian, the new Catholicos informed him that the decision to release
Baghramian from his anathema was taken by Yerevantsi before he had passed away.
See Diwan Hayoc' patmowt'ean, Nor sarle, Lowkas Karnec'i [Archive ofArmenian
History, New Series, Ghugas Garnetsi], vol. I, GRIGORIAN, V. (ed.), Yerevan, 1984,
p. 205. For Baghramian's peripatetic life as a fugitive merchant, see EMIN, J., Life
and Adventures, op.cit., pp. 472-473. Baghramian, it should be noted, was Emin's rel-
ative and collaborator in the I760s, when the two were active in the Caucasus. Emin
then met up with him in Madras during his first visit there in 1772, where he also met,
for the first time, Shahamir Shahamirian. (Incidentally, Emin's arrival in Madras coin-
cided with the founding of Hagop Shahamirian's press and the publication of
Yordorak.) Subsequently, on Emin's second visit to India eleven years later, he stayed
with Baghramian in Bombay, where the latter had temporarily settled after his excom-
munication was lifted, thus ending his years of truancy in exile. Concerning
Baghramian's past, Emin provides the following cryptic account (circumventing the
issue of Baghramian's excommunication) in his autobiography (written in the third
person): "when [his relation Mussess, i.e., Baghramian] left Emin in Georgia, [he]
went prudently to Madras; where, understanding tolerably well the Armenian gram-
mar, he introduced himself to Mr. Chamier's [sic] favour, and was retained to teach
his sons. In two or three years, Mr. Chamier gave Mussess a commission with goods
to Suez, and thence to Egypt. On his coming back from that voyage with some gain,
Mr. Chamier, finding him capable, entrusted him with greater merchandize, and a ship
for Bushir in Persia; and also with valuable India goods and China wares to
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to the risk of excommunication from Etchmiadzin, Shahamirian had to
suppress the first part of Orogayt' (already written as early as 1773), a
manuscript copy of which he was compelled to send to Yerevantsi. It was
only after Ghugas Garnetsi was elected in 1780 as the next Catholicos that
the Madras elite resumed their publishing and revival activities. In 1783
they published Shahamir Shahamirian's Girk' or kot! Nsawak (A Book
Called Guideline), which outlined the "republican" statutes for the
Armenian community of Madras and specifically demarcated a separate
and subordinate role of authority for the Church. (Interestingly, Nsawak
also contained a proposal to repatriate Armenians to Khizlar in southern
Russia as a way-station for their eventual return to the homeland. '64) Four
or five years later, when Etchmiadzin had loosened its grip on censorship
in Madras, Shahamirian was finally able to print his constitutional treatise.

The above episode sheds important light on the intellectual fis-
sures and cracks setting apart the responses of Etchmiadzin and Madras to
the eighteenth century crisis ofdispersion and polycentricity. First, it illus-
trates that Etchmiadzin's reading of this crisis was framed in a biblical
narrative that represented the Armenians as a geographically dispersed
and extra-territorial community, religiously unified through its loyalty to
the institution ofthe Catholicosate. Though, in this picture, dispersion and
the absence of statehood are seen as sources of the nation's ills, they are
tolerated and indeed justified as signs ofreligious distinction, or as proofs
for the "chosen" status of Armenians. Emancipation or "liberation" are
present in this reading, but they are couched in the rhetoric of millenari-

Shiraz.. .in order to establish a factory there, and to sell his merchandize....Mussess,
wisely observing that the country [i.e., Persia] was going to ruin through destructive
civil wars ...went to Bombay... [where] he thought proper to stay... by the order ofMr.
Chamier till such time as he should be called for." Ibid., p. 472. By the time Emin had
come across his former collaborator in Bombay, Baghramian had apparently become
rich while acting as a shipper and broker of Shahamirian's goods, thus eaming a tick-
et into upper class Armenian society in India. Emin found him so "transformed,
behaving imperiously and haughtily," that he only lodged with him for two weeks. So
much had Baghramian's social status changed that Catholicos Gametsi addressed him
as "Baron Bagharamian [sic]" and kept up a correspondence with the former apostate,
going so far as to beg for his forgiveness involving a case where Etchmiadzin's legate
to India had failed to pay him a special visit. See Gametsi's letter dated 1791 in
AGHANIANTS, DHP, Lowkas Kat'olikos 1780-1800, volume 4, Titlis, 1899, pp.
559-562.

164. AVDALBEKIAN, Sahamir Sahamireann ow hndkahayoc' hamaynakan inknava
rowt'iwna XVIII darowm, op.cit., pp. 268-269; and TOLOLYAN, Textual Nation,
op.cit., p. 93.
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anism whereby only an external intervention from Providence (as in the
figure of Moses or the Messiah) can reconstitute the lost glory and home-
land of the past. Yerevantsi's discourse also suggests that legitimate
authority for the nation flows from above; it is Christ who bestows upon
Etchmiadzin and the Catholicos the divine right to represent and rule the
Armenians. All of this stands in stark contrast to the Madras group's
Enlightenment-inspired concept of the nation as a politicized and territo-
rialized collectivity. In light of this (European) model of territorially
embedded nationhood, the Madras intellectual-activists could only see in
the dispersion state of their nation an aberrant stigma of decadence and
decay, an anomaly to the ruling European paradigm. Dispersion and dias-
pora in their reading thus become a symptom of illness, despite the fact
that for them it had meant prosperity unattainable in the homeland, which
needed to be cured by a return to and restoration of the re-territorialized
nation's grandeur. Moreover, relying on the Enlightenment's new dis-
course on the nation, the Madras group conceived of legitimate authority
not by recourse to the language of divine rights (of Catholicoi or kings)
but through that of natural rights and popular sovereignty. For them, the
nation contained its own source of legitimacy. In addition. to highlighting
these crucial distinctions, the clash between Yerevantsi and the Madras
activists demonstrates that the line separating those who espoused
Enlightenment ideals from their counterparts who represented institution-
alized religion was not as blurry as some scholars have suggested. 165 On
the contrary, it was fraught with tension and antagonism leading to cen-
sorship and book burning.

165. This is unfortunately one of the leitmotifs in some of the essays gathered in
Enlightenment and Diaspora: The Armenian and Jewish Cases, HOVANNISIAN,
R.G - MYERS, D.N. (eds.), Atlanta, Georgia, 1999. See Ara Sanjian's review in
Haigazian Armenological Review, 2001.
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Coda, or the Secularization ofYerevantsi:S discourse

I began this essay with a general discussion of the crisis of dis-
persion afflicting the Armenians during the eighteenth centu-

ry, and outlined, in particular, three of its symptoms: the crisis of educa-
tion and language, the crisis ofhistorical memory and the crisis ofthe cen-
ter. Under the cumulative effect of this general crisis, I suggested that the
leading Armenian elites of the period perceived their people as a polycen-
tric nation, scattered and fragmented geographically, linguistically, and
most importantly in terms of religious and confessional loyalty. Of the
three principal groups of elites to address this problem, Catholicos
Simeon Yerevantsi, leading the revival movement in Etchmiadzin, sought
to center the nation on the sacred institution of the Catholicosate. In the
process, Yerevantsi formulated a discourse on the nation that represented
the Armenians as a "chosen people" who were territorially dispersed, but
religiously unified in their devotion to the Holy See in their homeland.

The emergence of a new constellation of secular elite during the
nineteenth century undermined and displaced Yerevantsi's views on the
nation. The latter elaborated a secular discourse on nationality and nation-
alism that rejected dispersion as a justifiable hallmark of the nation and
sought to invest the Armenians with the right to self-determination in their
homeland. To be sure, while they secularized Yerevantsi's ideas, these
elites retained many features of his discourse, such as the view that
Armenians were a "chosen people" destined to fulfill a special mission in
history, or that the Land of Ararat was specially marked as a sacred site
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for the nation. '66 But this sacredness was no longer that of religion but of
the nation.

One of the most explicit forms of secularization involved not
only Etchmiadzin's sacral place as the center of the nation, but also the
very category of religion as a constitutive and founding element of the
nation's identity. This transformation was already present, albeit in a mar-
ginal form, in the work of the Madras activists, but it was only in the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth century that it became an integral part of
Armenian intellectuals' "articulation of the nation." The novelist and
nationalist intellectual Raffi highlighted this in one of his essays on
national belonging. Writing in the late 1870s, on the heels of renewed
Apostolic-Catholic clashes in Constantinople, Raffi rebuked some of his
countrymen for once again stoking the flames of inter-confessional dis-
sent. In his view, the advocates of both religious factions were rekindling
"an outdated view that had lost its significance for the Enlightened
nations" of Europe, namely that "religion, which is to say the Church,
ought to be recognized as the foundation of the nation, so that whoever
leaves that church is severed from belonging to the whole nation."167 In
place of a church-centered view ofthe nation, Raffi appealed to a new dis-
course of nationhood which was so radical and novel that it had required
the coining of new words in the Armenian language: Azgowt'iwn or
nationality, and Azgaynowt'iwn or nationalism. "The idea of nationality
(Azgowt'iwn)," he wrote,

is established not by religion but rather by [a nationality's]
racial characteristics, among which language occupies the
first place, which is and always remains the base for the
preservation of the nation....Whether he is a Catholic, a
Protestant or an Apostolic, the Armenian always remains an
Armenian on account of the fact that he or she shares the
same racial characteristics, speaks with the same language,
belongs to the same clan (dohm).168

166. On the notion of "chosen people" and its role in nationalist discourse, see the special
issue of Nations and Nationalism, vol. 5, part 3, July 1999.

167. RAFFI (MELIK-HAGOPIAN, H.,), Inc'ov enk' mxit'arwowm [What Are We

Consoled With?], £rkeri tolovacow [Collected Works], vol. 9, Yerevan, 1964, p. 499.
168. Idem, p. 50 I.
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In this picture, confessional or religious preferences (including
the choice of being an atheist, for Raffi) are seen as secondary identities
belonging to the private sphere ofthe family and civil society. As such, for
Raffi, they are subordinated to a more integrationist view of nationality as
a trans-religious and trans-regional political community of common
descent. Thus, notwithstanding Yerevantsi's earlier claims, "confessional
differences" did not signify "national differences." This was because, for
Raffi and his generation of secular elite, the real ties that transformed a
people into a nationality were no longer religious but consisted of the
post-Enlightenment notion of "racial characteristics" and the Romantic
(Herderian) view of language as the principal vehicle for "expressing" a
nation's "soul."169 Relying on this novel conception of Azgowt'iwn/nation
ality, Raffi thus exhorted his countrymen to strive to unify the detached
segments of their nation "not through religious ties but in the name of
nationality." Only then, he argued, would the Armenians cease to be a
series of religious communities and would begin making themselves rec-
ognized as a nation. 170 Seen in this light, what Yerevantsi had articulated
in his Partavcar and other works could not have been a nation or nation-
ality, but an ethno-religious community.

Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century, these ideas,
along with the Madras activist's Enlightenment-inspired formulation of
the nation as a territorialized and politicized community, paved way for
the emergence of Armenian political parties. By that time, the
Shahamirians (both father and son) and their intellectual coterie
(Baghramian, Emin and others) were no longer part of Armenian memo-
ry; Joseph Emin's work, for instance, was only translated into Armenian
in 1958,171 and of the other Madras publications, only Orogayt' was reis-
sued and only in 1913, long after the rise of the political parties had
altered the course ofArmenian history. Despite their neglect, however, the
Madras activists' pioneering ideas had indirectly come to define Armenian
political and social life on the eve of the entrance of the political parties
onto the stage of history. The latter displaced Yerevantsi views on
Etchmiadzin's role as sacral center and representative institution of the
nation, but not without first secularizing the notion of chosenness and the

169. Ibidem.
170. Idem, p. 503.
171. The Life and Adventures ofJoseph Emin, KASHMANIAN, H. (trans.), Beirut, 1958.
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sacred nature of the motherland as the site of the nation, to which
Yerevantsi had done most to contribute. They also politicized the
Mekhitarists's concept ofthe nation as a culturally unified and historical-
ly rooted community. Lastly, the political parties and the new elite indi-
rectly appropriated the Madras activists' discourse on the nation as a polit-
ical community grounded on its center in the homeland, but sought to
transform what was a minority and peripheral discourse into a political
reality through galvanizing and mobilizing the masses in the name of
nationalism.
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U1f<l>fi<l>fif'.1f

Ut/1tnn12WUjwulnuI til Pwquw4hJl.pnG wqq.I!.
UputnG bphlWGgpp

«q.PP12 np 4n~p iflWpUlWtL(iwp»p Jl.hPI!
etc,. f).wpm wqq.W1PG tLhpwbGmGJl.pG ut~

cJ.C· 'fUJ('t!. G.'f'hUJrfUJJUJJfr'h U'fUJ'h Jt!.'h 1;(' k('p ~UJJ rfnrzn

1.nL(''ffr t!.'hU7('UJ'hfr'h nL ~UJUUJ('UJ'tUJ'tUJ'h 'fn('Ir/rt.'hk('t!., UJrLUJffr'h UJ'h

'fUJJ t!.llUJln{ ll'fo('l;'h 'tt!. JU7UJ~n'fnLl;fr'h ~UJJ JlUJ'tnJPfr UJ'h'tnLJUJ

Jfr'h nL pk'tn('UJJfr'h fr('UJ1.frG.UJ'tn1.'

'tnJ'h rfUJJUJ'hUJ'tUJll'fUJ'h fr'h, J lUJ'tnLPUJJfr'h 1.k('UJIr'hnL'h'ffr

lUJ('rfnLJ Jt!. 'tt!. uU7krzlrnLI;(' UlfrfrUL.[!fr h ~UJJ('k'hfr.[!fr Jl;f, fr('UJ('JI;

UJ'h'tUJ/uUJpUJ(' h 'f('k[J1; ~UJJUJrfUJJUJ'hUJ'tkUJJ' lIvu lUJ('rfnLJt!. rzk'tUJ

1.UJ('nLUJIr 1;(' t!.'hU7('UJ'hfrfr k('k.[! U7UJ('pk(' /uJpUJ't'hk('l;. UJ) ffJfrUJIr

'hfr 'tUJ[Jnrzfr'tnunL[JkUJ'h 'hk(''tUJJUJSnLS/rt.'hk('t!. ~UJJ('k'hfr.[!fr Jl;f p)

U /ufr[JUJ('kUJ'h JfrUJpUJ'hnLpkUJ'h UfUJU7'tUJ'hnrz 'hk('~nL'h 1.UJ'hUJ'tUJ'h'hk('t!.

<lk'hkU7 fr'tfr Jl;f 'f) fr'htUfl;u 'hUJkL UpfrLFL.f!fr Jl;f l.'h'f'tUJUU7UJ'hfr 1.UJ

G.UJrLUJ'tUJ'h-'fn('Ir/rt.'hk('t!., n('n'hs 'tk 'f('n'hUJU7krzfr'h 1;(' UUJU7('UJUt!.'

lIvu t!.'hU7('UJ'hfr'hk('nL /uJpUJ't'hk('t!., k('pkJ'h fr('UJ(' ~UJ'tUJunrz

h U7UJ('pk(' 'hUfUJU7UJ't'hk(' ~kU7UJUf'h'fkln1. ~UJ'h'fk('d' ~UJuUJ('UJ'tUJS JI;'t

urkunLfJ frL'h nL'h1;fr'h· k('k.[!'h UJl UJ'l.'ffr G.'f'hUJrfUJJt!. 'tt!. 1.k ('UJ'f('1;fr'h
rfnrzn1.nL(''ffr sfr('nLSUJ'h nL UJz.fuUJ('~UJUPfrLrL 1.frG.UJ'tfr'h.

ffJfrUJlrfr'ht!. 'tt!. pn('dl;(' 'ffrJUJ'f('UJLkl nL 'fUJ('JUJ'hkl UJJU

G.'f'hUJrfUJJt!., fUJ'hUJln1. ~UJJUJ/uJpkl UJ'l.'ft!. fr(' «UJuurnLUJlrUJJfr'h ~krzfr-
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'hUJ~nL[JbUJ'h» 'hb[,oiiIL, n['Ufl;u (,nq.ilLn[' (,ntL"L' UJoiun['nLUJlt ilL Pz.
fuUJ'hUJCf.nL['~ (,Out" Jf!' lJ..tu JPfnfJ"'h, HJ"UJlt"'hf! ~f! J1..UJ~I;[' UJCf.

q.UJJ"'h q.UJ'lUJpUJ['UJfu0unL[J"L'h Jf!' ~b'l-['n'hUJfJUJlt b~b'lbfJLnJ tlpUJJ'

n[' oih [JI; l..Wut f!'h'lnL'hUJlt 1;[' rfn'lntLnL[''l'''h fJ['nLnLJf! "p['iIL UJCf.q." p'hn['n1..h UJfl.UJ'hd.'hUJJUJut~nL[J"L'h'hb['I;'h JI;~f!' if fu"[JUJ['bUJ'h'hb[' f!

"['b'hfJ ('b['[J"'h, UJCf.q."'h fJ['nLUJlt J1..UJ~nL[JUJJ"'h pb~n[''hb[,f! (,UJLUJoib

lnL l..W['rfnLJ Jf! ~f! ltUJLUJll;"'h, lbCf.nL'h JUJoi['UJCf.utblntL, pWfl.UJ['UJ'h

'hb[' nL oib['UJ~UJ'hnL[JbUJ'h 'hnL"['nLUJlt (,UJutn[''hb[' Jo[''''hblntL' FUJfJ"

UJu~l;, "['b'hfJ J1..UJ~nL[JUJJ"'h UJ1..fuUJutw'hoif! ~f! Ufuw~I;"'h (,['UJutUJ['UJ

~blntL UJfl.UJf"'h UJCf.q.wJ"'h UfWutJnL[J"L'hf! (~. if"oiwJl;l !}UJJtbUJ'h"

~UJJnfJ UfUJutJnL[J"dlf!) , n[' ~f! pn['d.I;[' 'hb['q.['UJLbl UfUJutJUJq.['nL

[JbUJ'h n In['utl;'h 'hb['u UJJ'h "'ht n[' UJCf.q.f! ~n['u'hfJnLfJwlt 1;[' UJz./uUJ['

(,UJq.['UJ~UJ'h nL oiUJ'lwoiUJ~UJ'h UJuUfUJ['I;Cf."'h Jl;f' ifWut['UJu" JutUJLn

['UJ~UJ'h fuUJLf!, J"LU ~n'lJI;, ~f! fUJ'hUJ[' utb'lw1..w['rfbl ('UJJ UJLUJ'h'fUJ

~UJ'h "'hoi'hUJ'h~UJ[,f!' "p['bL UJ1..fuUJ['(,UJq.['UJ~UJ'ho['I;'h JUJu'hUJutnLUJlt nL

fJ['nLwlt 1;[J'ho-~['o'hw~w'h (,wJUJJ'hoi ilL UJUfUJ ~f! pn['d.I;[' Cf.UJJ'h pn

fuUJ[''''hbl LnLuUJLn['UJ~UJ'h 'hn[' J'lwfJointL Jf!' n[' ~f! 'hb['~UJJUJfJ'hl;['

UJCf.q.f! "p['iIL oiUJ'lUJoiUJ~UJ'h ('UJJwJ'boi Jf!' fuw['ufunLwlt UJ'hn[' p'h"~

(,n'l"'h 1.['wJ bL 'hb['~UJJUJfJnLUJlt nL wfl.UJf'hn[''fnLwlt w'hn[' f!'hut['bUJl

q.b['''z./uUJ'h (sovereign) 'lb~w1.UJ[''hb['n1.'

UnJ'h J0'lnLUJlt f! q'nLUnLJ'bwu,,['I; 1.b['wlt'hnL'h'f" UJJU bfl.UJ

~n'lJUJ'h" f!'h'fJPfnLJ'bb['I;'b ln~ UJfl.UJf"'hf!' nL UJ'hnL'l'lUJ~"o['I;'h'

q'UJ'h'f['UJ'fWfl.'hUJJ J"LU b['~n~"'h JUJu"'h, tb['~UJJ Jb'hUJq.['nL[J"L'hf!

~f! (,butUJCf.0utl; JC· 'fUJ['nL wJI;'hI;'b utUJ'lUJ'b'fUJLn[' nL ('JnLut UJ'hd.

'bUJLn['nL[J"L'h'hb['I;'h' U"Jl;n'h fJ['ilLUJ'bfJ" "UJ[Jn'l"~nu" pUJ['b'hn['nq.

tUJ~w'h q.n['ltnL'hl;nL[J"L'hf!' U"Jl;n'b fJ['ilLUJ'bfJ"'h, [Jl;iIL UJ'hutbUnLUJlt

I; JC· 'fw['nL 'hnL"['nLUJlt' 'bb['~UJJ" q."utUJ('butUJCf.0utUJ~w'h nLunLJ

'hUJU"['nL[J"L'h'hb['nL JI; f, wJunL('UJ'h'fb[,d. UJfl.UJ'bfJoiwJ"'h 'lI;Joib['I;'h

JI;~'h I; ,,[' rfwJUJ'bUJ~UJ1..l'fUJ'b" G.q.'hUJrfUJJf! (,UJu~'bUJlnL (,UJJUJ[" lJ.['
'fUJ['iIL ,,[' b[,~f! «9-"['oi n[' ~nt" fTJUJ['utUJ1.G.w['» , UJJU G.q.'hUJrfUJJ"'h

f!'hltUJJnLwlt fun~nLJ Jf!'h I; bL JwuwJp UfWutwufuUJ'h nL ('b[,oinLl1

J'I;~ ~n'lJI;'h if fu"[Jw['bUJ'h'hb['nL'h, "u~ J"LU ~n'lJI; ifUJut['UJu" ('UJJ

q.n['lth'hb['nL UJfl.wfUJ['~UJlt 'fUJ['Jw'h'hb['nL'h, B0'fnLwltf! ~f! fUJ'hUJJ

fJ['ilLUJ'hfJ"" t/.b['nJhbUJl b['~UJu"['nL[Jbw'h t/.b[,lnLltUJ~w'h f!'b[Jb['fJnLJ

Jf! 'hb['~UJJUJfJ'hbb 'hUJfu Cf.wJ'b utb'lw'f[,blnt/. JC· 'fUJ['nL G.q.'hUJrfUJJ"

f!'h'f(,UJ'hnL[' (,UJJUJq."[''''h Jl;f, ilL UJUfUJ nLUnLJ'bUJu"['blnt/. UJJU UJr

fuUJutUJ'hoif!' (,wJbJWutblnt/. JUJu'hUJLn['UJUfl;u fJ['bLW'bfJ"" «$o'hUJfJnJfJ}}

bL «jlwJpfl.» q.['nL[J"L'h'hb['nL'h ('but,
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